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We introduce a general model for a network of quantum sensors, and we use this model to consider
the question: when do correlations (quantum or classical) between quantum sensors enhance the
precision with which the network can measure an unknown set of parameters? We rigorously answer
this question for a range of practically important problems. When each sensor in the network mea-
sures a single parameter, we show that correlations between sensors cannot increase the estimation
precision beyond what can be achieved with an uncorrelated scheme, regardless of the particular
details of the estimation problem in question. We also consider the more general setting whereby
each sensor may be used to measure multiple parameters, e.g., the three spatial components of a
magnetic field. In this case, we show that correlations between sensors can only provide, at best, a
small constant precision enhancement, over uncorrelated estimation techniques. Finally, we consider
optimizing the network for measuring a single linear function of the unknown parameters, e.g., the
average of all of the parameters. Here quantum correlations between the sensors can provide a
significant precision enhancement over uncorrelated techniques, and this enhancement factor scales
with the number of sensors. To illustrate the broad implications of this work, we apply our results
to a wide range of estimation problems of practical interest, including multi-mode optical interfer-
ometry, networks of atomic sensors, and networks of clocks. Our findings shed light on a number
of results in the literature, provide a rigorous general framework for future research on networked
quantum sensors, and have implications for both quantum multi-parameter estimation theory, and
quantum sensing technologies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Networked quantum information is an integral part of
the quantum technology revolution. Quantum comput-
ers with a network architecture are highly promising for
realizing a scalable quantum computer [1, 2], and quan-
tum cryptography networks already span cities [3] and
are now being tested on a global scale using satellites
[4]. It has also been suggested that quantum sensing and
metrology may benefit from a spatially distributed net-
work architecture employing entangled states and mea-
surements [5, 6], with potential applications to mapping
magnetic fields [7–11], phase imaging [12–17] and pre-
cision clocks [5]. However, although there have been
a variety of results relating to the usefulness of entan-
gled states or measurements for enhancing precision in
multi-parameter estimation (MPE) [11–19], there is cur-
rently no general framework that demonstrates when
such resources are advantageous. Given the immense
challenges faced in the creation and manipulation of en-
tangled states, a complete understanding of when entan-
glement is (and is not) critical to optimizing estimation
precision is of paramount importance.
A number of results have began to probe the role of en-
tanglement, but no overall conclusions can yet be drawn.
For example, for the task of measuring d optical phase
differences, it has been shown that a d-fold enhancement
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FIG. 1. A network of quantum sensors. Each node in the
diagram represents a generic “sensor” (e.g., an ensemble of
two-level atoms or an optical mode) into which the parameter
denoted there is encoded via a local unitary evolution. Each
locally-encoded parameter could be either (1) a vector, e.g.,
the three spatial components of a magnetic field, or (2) a
scalar parameter, e.g., an optical phase shift. The connections
between the nodes denote that, in general, the initial state
in which the network is prepared can be entangled between
the sensors. Moreover, the measurement of the sensors (to
determine the parameters) may project onto a state that is
entangled between sensors.
in the estimation precision, over the well-known Heisen-
berg limit, can be obtained if d-mode entangled states
are input into the multi-mode interferometer [12–14].
However, very recently it has been shown that an equal
estimation precision is available with equivalent mode-
separable states [15], suggesting that mode-entanglement
is perhaps not the source of the enhanced estimation pre-
cision demonstrated in Refs. [12–14]. Moreover, in other
MPE applications it is known that entanglement can be
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2detrimental, such as when measuring coupled phases [18].
Similarly, although entanglement is useful for estimating
a multi-dimensional field, too much entanglement can be
detrimental to the estimation precision [11].
In this paper we investigate the circumstances under
which entangled states and/or entangled measurements
can provide enhancements in the estimation precision for
generic MPE problems using a “network of quantum sen-
sors”. In our model, d unknown parameters are unitar-
ily encoded into a set of quantum systems (the sensors).
We may wish to estimate the unknown parameters them-
selves, or alternatively we may wish to estimate some
function of the parameters, such as the average. In both
scenarios, we provide a rigorous analysis of exactly when
quantum or classical correlations (e.g., entanglement) be-
tween the sensors can provide an enhancement in the
precision. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, and we introduce
the model more formally in Section III. Our construc-
tion encompasses many of the quantum MPE problems
that have already been studied, e.g., multi-mode optical
sensing [12–17], networks of clocks [5], and estimating
parameters in certain many-qubit Hamiltonians [6].
Denoting the collection of d unknown parameters by
the vector φ = (φ1, φ2, ..., φd), a very natural problem is
that of estimating the elements of φ to the best precision
possible (we consider this in Section IV). For example, we
may wish to use a network of sensors to map an unknown
field. We first look at the case in which each sensor is
encoded with a single parameter only, i.e., parameter φk
is encoded into sensor k. In this setting we demonstrate
that initial states or measurements that are entangled
between sensors are detrimental to the parameter esti-
mation precision.
We then consider estimation problems in which each
sensor is encoded with more than one parameter, i.e., sen-
sor k is now encoded with a vector of parameters, denoted
φ[k]. We show that, whenever the generating operators
for all of the parameters commute, the conclusion above
still holds: entanglement between sensors reduces param-
eter estimation precision. Hence, in any set of systems in
which parameters are encoded locally by generators that
all mutually commute, neither quantum nor classical cor-
relations between the systems can directly enhance the
precision with which the parameters can be measured.
This has significant implications for multi-mode optical
sensing [12–17], and it substantially strengthens the very
recent optics-specific results of these authors and others
[15] (see Section VI).
In some important estimation problems the parameter
generators do not commute [11, 20], e.g., if each sen-
sor is estimating the local magnitude and direction of
an unknown magnetic field. Here we demonstrate that
the ideal estimation strategy in this scenario is slightly
more subtle, and depends on the relevant definition of
“resources” for the problem at hand (in quantum sensing,
we are normally interested in optimizing the estimation
precision as a function of some resource, such as the total
number of particles used). We show that the estimation
precision-per-resource is either always improved by using
separable probe states and local measurements or is, at
worst, only reduced by a factor of two, in comparison to
any strategy using entangled states and measurements.
This complements the recent work of Baumgratz and
Datta [11], who have shown that entanglement is helpful
for estimating a multi-dimensional field: in the language
used herein, they have shown that entanglement within
a sensor can be beneficial for measuring a set of parame-
ters encoded into that sensor via non-commuting gener-
ators. The relationship between our results and those of
Ref. [11] are discussed in Section VII.
In some sensing problems it may not actually be neces-
sary to estimate the elements of φ. Instead, the objects
of interest could be some functions of the elements of
φ, such as the average of all of the φi, or the difference
between adjacent elements (e.g. in a two-mode interfer-
ometer the parameter of interest is the phase difference
between the two paths). In these cases the aim would
be to optimize the sensing network for estimating these
functions to the best precision possible.
In Section V we consider the problem of estimating
arbitrary linear functions of φ. In this setting, entan-
gled states and measurements can, in many cases, pro-
vide significant enhancements over the best possible es-
timation precision that can be obtained without the aid
of quantum correlations between sensors. Moreover, the
enhancement factor can scale with the number of sen-
sors. We largely focus on the problem of estimating a
single linear function of φ. Here, we show that the max-
imal enhancement obtainable via entanglement depends
on the form of this linear function, and it appears to be
greatest when the function is an equally weighted sum of
the elements of φ (e.g., an average). We will relate our
conclusions to some well-known single-parameter quan-
tum metrology results, and also to the recent MPE work
of Eldredge et al. [6] on linear function estimation.
Our main results are quite general and are presented
with the minimum assumptions about the details of the
estimation problem of interest. Hence, we explicitly
demonstrate the practical relevance of our findings by
applying them to a variety of problems of experimental
interest, with a particular emphasis on important prob-
lems in multi-mode optical interferometry (Section VI)
and atomic sensing (Section VII). Sections VI and VII
are both reasonably self-contained, with readers inter-
ested exclusively in either of these topics in mind.
II. MULTI-PARAMETER ESTIMATION
We begin with a review of the relevant material from
classical and quantum estimation theory.
3A. The classical Crame´r-Rao bound
Consider the problem of estimating an unknown d-
element vector φ = (φ1, φ2, . . . , φd)
T ∈ Rd from a se-
quence of data m = (m1, ....,mµ) ∈ Rµ, where each data
point has been drawn from the probability density func-
tion (PDF) p(m|φ). An estimator of φ based on the data
m, denoted Φ ∈ Rd, has a covariance matrix defined by
[21, 22]
Cov(Φ) := E
[
(Φ− E[Φ]) (Φ− E[Φ])T
]
, (1)
where E(V ) denotes the expectation value of the random
variable V .
The covariance matrix is a common figure of merit for
the precision of the estimator for φ [12–14, 17, 21, 22].
Any locally unbiased [23] estimator for φ has a covari-
ance matrix that obeys the (classical) Crame´r-Rao bound
(CRB) [21, 22]
Cov(Φ) ≥ F
−1
µ
, (2)
where µ is the number of independent data points and
F−1 is the inverse of the (classical) Fisher information
matrix (FIM), F , for the PDF p(m|φ). The FIM for
p(m|φ) is defined by [21, 22]
Fkl := E
[
∂ ln p(m|φ)
∂φk
∂ ln p(m|φ)
∂φl
]
, (3)
and it is positive semi-definite [17].
The CRB holds under the assumption that the FIM
is invertible, which is when it is positive definite. In
the CRB and throughout this paper the relation A ≥ B
(A > B), between two matrices A and B, should be
interpreted to mean that A−B is a positive semi-definite
(positive definite) matrix. The CRB can be saturated in
the limit of an asymptotic amount of data (large µ) with
an appropriate choice of estimator, e.g., the maximum
likelihood estimator [24].
B. The quantum Crame´r-Rao bound
In quantum multi-parameter estimation (MPE) the-
ory the parameter to be estimated is encoded in a quan-
tum state ρφ, which may in general be mixed. A mea-
surement procedure on ρφ is described by some positive-
operator valued measure (POVM), M , which is a set of
positive operators M = {Πm} such that
∫
dmΠm = 1.
The probability of the outcome m given φ is the PDF
p(m|φ) = Tr(ρφΠm). Hence, the classical FIM and asso-
ciated CRB can be calculated from this PDF, with the
resulting precision bound for an estimator of φ depend-
ing on both the state and the measurement procedure
used.
The quantum Fisher information matrix (QFIM) for a
quantum state, denoted F , is defined by [22, 25–28]
Flm := 1
2
Tr[ρφLˆlLˆm + ρφLˆmLˆl], (4)
where the Lˆl are the symmetric logarithmic derivatives
(SLDs). The lth SLD is defined implicitly by [25, 28]
∂ρφ
∂φl
=
1
2
(ρφLˆl + Lˆlρφ). (5)
The QFIM is a real, symmetric and positive semi-definite
matrix [27] and, for a given state ρφ, it is always at least
as large as any FIM obtained from ρφ. That is, F ≥
F where F is found with respect to any POVM. This
directly implies that F−1 ≤ F−1, where F is found with
respect to any POVM.
Hence, the QFIM may be used to bound the covariance
matrix of any unbiased estimator for φ, irrespective of
the particular measurement procedure. This is known as
the quantum Crame´r-Rao bound (QCRB) and is given
by [22, 25–28]
Cov(Φ) ≥ F
−1
µ
≥ F
−1
µ
, (6)
where F is the QFIM for ρφ and µ is the number of
independent repetitions of the experiment.
For single-parameter estimation (d = 1) a measure-
ment can always be found that saturates the QCRB in
the limit of large µ [27, 29, 30]. However, this is not the
case when d > 1, as there is not necessarily any POVM
where the FIM of ρφ with respect to this POVM is such
that F = F [22, 25, 31]. Hence, for the multi-parameter
QCRB it is important to assess whether this bound can
be saturated in each problem of interest. A necessary
and sufficient condition for QCRB to be saturable (with
large µ) is that
Tr(ρφ[Ll, Lm]) = 0, (7)
for all l and m [32–34]. When this holds, all d parameters
may be simultaneously estimated at the optimal precision
allowed by the QCRB.
C. Importance weighting
In MPE with d > 1, there are quantum states that
cannot be unambiguously ranked in terms of their QFIM
for estimating φ. This is in the sense that there are
ρφ and ρ
′
φ with associated QFIMs, F and F ′, such that
neither F ≤ F ′ nor F ′ ≤ F [35]. One way to fully specify
the problem of interest is to introduce a d × d diagonal,
real and positive semi-definite weighting matrix, denoted
W , and consider minimizing the scalar quantity [25, 36,
37][38]
EΦ := Tr(WCov(Φ)) =
d∑
l=1
WllCov(Φ)ll. (8)
4This then specifies the relative importance assigned to
minimizing the variance for the estimator of each param-
eter (the variances are the diagonals of the covariance
matrix).
To avoid trivial W , such as W = 0, and trivial dif-
ferences between alternative choices for W , such as W
and W ′ with W = cW ′ for scalar c, we demand that
Tr(W ) = 1. Minimizing EΦ for a given W will be consid-
ered the figure of merit for the precision of the parameter
estimation herein. The QCRB of Eq. (6) implies that [39]
EΦ = Tr(WCov(Φ)) ≥ 1
µ
Tr(WF−1), (9)
and hence EΦ is bounded by a weighted sum of the di-
agonal elements of the inverse QFIM. W ∝ 1 represents
the situation in which estimating each of the d parame-
ters is considered to be equally important, and this has
often been considered as a figure of merit in the quan-
tum MPE literature (sometimes implicitly), e.g., see [12–
15, 17]. However, we will largely refrain from restricting
ourselves to this particular sub-case.
D. Unitary estimation problems
In this paper we will consider estimation problems in
which the unknown parameters are imprinted via a uni-
tary evolution U(φ) that acts on an initial state ρ of an
experimentalist’s choosing. Let
U(φ) = exp(−iφT Hˆ), (10)
with Hˆ = (Hˆ1, . . . , Hˆd)
T for some Hermitian operators.
The parameters to be estimated will be some functions
of φ, e.g., we may wish to estimate φ itself, or just the
average of the elements of φ.
Define the generator of φk by Gˆk := −i(∂U†/∂φk)U .
When the elements of Hˆ all mutually commute, that is
when [Hˆk, Hˆl] = 0 for all k and l, then Gˆk = Hˆk, but
more generally Gˆk 6= Hˆk. Moreover, for mutually com-
muting Hˆk, then the QCRB may always be saturated, as
it may be shown that Eq. (7) holds [26]. However, note
that the QCRB can also be saturated outside of this set-
ting [11, 32].
The generic estimation procedure is that some mea-
surement is performed on the U(φ)-evolved input state,
this entire experiment is repeated many times, and finally
an estimate of the parameters of interest is obtained.
Hence, an estimation strategy can be considered to con-
sist of choosing a probe state, ρ, a measurement to be
performed on ρφ = U(φ)ρU(φ)
†, and an estimator for φ
from the data.
III. A GENERAL MODEL FOR NETWORKED
QUANTUM SENSORS
We now introduce our general model of networked
quantum sensors. This model encompasses many impor-
tant problems in quantum parameter estimation, which
we will analyze throughout this paper.
A. A network of quantum sensors
Consider a set of quantum subsystems, S =
{1, 2, . . . , |S|}, where the kth subsystem has the Hilbert
space Hk. We do not assume each Hilbert space is iden-
tical, nor that each Hilbert space is associated with one
“particle”. E.g., Hk could be the Hilbert space of one or
more field modes, a single two level atom, or an arbitrary
number of two-level atoms. The total Hilbert space is
HS = H1 ⊗H2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ H|S|. (11)
We will refer to the physical system associated with each
Hilbert space Hk as a quantum sensor, and the entire set
of sensors as a quantum sensing network.
Now, consider any unitary U(φ) = exp(−iφT Hˆ) that
acts on HS, with Hˆ = (Hˆ1, . . . , Hˆd) and where each Hˆl is
a Hermitian operator that acts non-trivially on only one
of these Hilbert spaces. That is, denoting the non-trivial
action of Hˆl by hˆl, then Hˆl has the form
Hˆl = 1⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ hˆl ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1, (12)
where 1 denotes the identity operators of the appropriate
dimensions. Hence, we have that
U(φ) = U1
(
φ[1]
)⊗ U2(φ[2])⊗ · · · ⊗ U|S|(φ[|S|]), (13)
where φ[k] is some dk-dimensional sub-vector of φ with
d1 + d2 + · · ·+ d|S| = d, and therefore the kth sensor has
dk parameters unitarily encoded into it.
Due to the tensor product structure, an evolution of
this sort on HS may be viewed as a model for a collection
of spatially distributed sensors, with unknown parame-
ters encoded locally into each sensor. This is demon-
strated schematically in Fig. 1. This is the motivation
for the “quantum sensing network” terminology that we
use for our model, but this framework encompasses any
sensing problem with the tensor product structure in-
troduced above. As such, it also encompasses sensing
systems which might not normally be termed “sensing
networks”. Throughout this paper, we will be consid-
ering MPE problems that are within this very general
framework.
In quantum sensing and metrology, the aim is normally
to minimize the uncertainty in the estimate of the param-
eters of interest for a given amount of “resources”. In the
majority of practical estimation problems this resource
can be defined as the expectation value, taken with re-
spect to the the initial state of the sensors ρ, of some
Hermitian operator Rˆ. That is, the resources used in a
single experiment of a sensing protocol may be considered
to be
〈Rˆ〉 = Tr(ρRˆ). (14)
5By performing µ classical repeats of the experiment, the
total resources are then µ〈Rˆ〉. For the majority of prob-
lems of practical interest we have that
[Rˆ, U(φ)] = 0, (15)
for all possible φ. This is a very natural condition for the
resource operator to satisfy, as otherwise the resources in
the output state are not equal to those in the input, and
they will depend on the actual value of φ. In this paper,
we will only consider MPE problems in which Eq. (15)
holds.
This definition for the resources used in an estimation
may seem rather abstract. A natural example is when
the total amount of resources used in the |S|-sensor state
is the sum of local properties of the sensors, that is
Rˆsum = Rˆ1 + Rˆ2 + · · ·+ Rˆ|S|, (16)
where Rˆk acts non-trivially only on the k
th sensor, and
where each Rˆk commutes with Hˆl for all l. Physically
relevant specific examples are discussed below. Alterna-
tively, in some situations we may only be concerned with
finding the best state to optimize the precision with no
consideration for any “resources” used. Estimation prob-
lems of this sort can be encoded in our formalism by the
trivial case of Rˆ = 1.
The most obvious estimation problem within our
framework is the optimization of the network for esti-
mating φ to the best precision. We will consider this
MPE problem, but other problems are also of practi-
cal interest. The general estimation problem we con-
sider herein is that of choosing a strategy to minimize
the uncertainty in the estimates of some linear functions
of φ = (φ1, . . . , φd)
T , for some arbitrary amount of re-
sources. That is, the aim is to estimate an m ≤ d di-
mensional vector θ = (f1(φ), f2(φ), . . . , fm(φ)) where
fk is a linear function of φ1, φ2, . . . , and φd, and we
wish to find the strategy that minimizes EΘ for a given
weighting matrix, W , and a certain amount of resources.
This encompass a range of problems of practical interest,
such as: measuring the strength of a magnetic or elec-
tric field at a range of locations via atomic sensors [7–11]
(see Section VII), networked clocks [5] and Hamiltonian
estimation [6], or estimating functions of optical linear or
non-linear phase shifts on a set of d modes [12–17] (see
Section VI).
For clarity, we now briefly describe how two problems
of practical interest can be described as sensing networks.
For multi-mode optical MPE [12–17], each optical mode
can be considered to be a “sensor”, the generator of each
parameter is, in many cases, the number operator, and
the resource is the total number of photons in all of the
modes. In distributed magnetic field sensing with two (or
more) level atoms, each sensor is an ensemble of atoms,
for mapping out a one-dimensional field the parameters
are generated by the collective spin operator around some
axis, and the standard resource function is the total num-
ber of atoms (given a fixed time of evolution [40]). This
can be expressed as the expectation value of a matter-
excitation number operator using an appropriate Hilbert
space description.
B. Global and local estimation strategies
Entangled probe states and entangling measurements
(meaning measurements that project the system onto en-
tangled states) have previously been shown to be well-
suited to high-precision sensing for a variety of tasks that
are encompassed by our networked quantum sensors for-
malism [5, 6, 11–17]. However, it has been an open ques-
tion as to the source of the precision enhancements appar-
ently available in quantum MPE, as noted by Humphreys
et al. [12]. Given that creating sensor-entangled states
and implementing sensor-entangling measurements are
generically extremely challenging experimental proce-
dures, it is important to ask: “when do such operations
truly enhance the precision of our sensors?”
We will give rigorous answers to this question for a
range of MPE problems, and in doing so we will clarify
a range of results in the literature. Moreover, our net-
worked sensing model provides the framework to tackle
the parts of this question we leave unanswered. To
achieve this, it is convenient to introduce the concepts
of “global” and “local” estimation strategies, to encom-
pass those estimation strategies that require entangled
resources, and those that do not, respectively.
Let us be more precise. We define an estimation pro-
cedure (the choice of the probe state, the measurement
and the estimator calculation) to be a local estimation
strategy if both
i. The input probe state is separable with respect to
the given decomposition into sensors.
ii. The measurement of the state and the construction
of the estimator can be implemented with only lo-
cal operations and classical communication (LOCC),
along with local (classical) computations.
In contrast to this, we define a global estimation strat-
egy to simply be any estimation procedure that is not
local. Hence, a global estimation strategy either (1)
must use a sensor-entangled probe state, or (2) must use
a measurement that requires non-local quantum opera-
tions. Obviously, global estimation strategies may use
both sensor-entangled states and sensor-entangling mea-
surements. Note that the notions of local and global es-
timation strategies are only meaningful when considered
with respect to some given decomposition of an estima-
tion problem into different sensors.
As the concepts introduced above are central to our
results, we wish to be absolutely clear. In the above
definitions, and throughout this paper unless otherwise
stated, “local”, “separable” and “entangled” should all
be considered to be defined with respect to the given
decomposition of the complete sensing network into sen-
sors. E.g., a separable state is only necessarily separable
6with respect to the decomposition into sensors. It may
be entangled with respect to some further decomposition
of each sensor. An operation is considered to be local if
it acts on only a single sensor.
Finally, before turning to our main results, it is impor-
tant to mention some alternative terminology that has
been used previously. In the literature, comparisons be-
tween simultaneous and individual (or independent or
separate) estimation strategies have often been consid-
ered, e.g., see [12–14]. Simultaneous estimation means
that all of the parameters are estimated at the same
time, and individual, independent and separate estima-
tions refer to processes in which each parameter is esti-
mated in its own individual experiment. These concepts
are less convenient for assessing whether entanglement
provides an enhanced estimation precision. Therefore,
we will largely consider the notions of local and global
estimation defined herein. However, we do note that,
in a rough sense, a global estimation strategy has much
in common with how the term ‘simultaneous estimation’
has been used in the literature, and a local estimation
strategy has much in common with previous usage of the
‘individual estimation’ terminology.
IV. ESTIMATING LOCALLY ENCODED
PARAMETERS
In this section we analyze all estimation problems in
which we wish to estimate some or all of the elements
of φ to the best precision possible. Note that, in our
framework, each element of φ is a parameter encoded
into one, and only one, of the sensors. Hence, this is
not the most general MPE problem within our model of
quantum sensing networks (in Section V we look at the
more general case in which we wish to estimate some
functions of the elements of φ).
We begin this section by studying a network of sensors
in which each sensor is encoded with a single scalar pa-
rameter (i.e., sensor k is encoded with parameter φk). In
this setting we show that there is always a local estima-
tion strategy that is better than a given global estimation
strategy, in the sense that it has a lower estimation un-
certainty whilst using the same amount of resources.
Next, we analyze the case in which a vector of pa-
rameters is encoded into each sensor (i.e., vector φ[k] is
encoded into sensor k). We show that, whenever the gen-
erating operators for all of the parameters commute, as
above, entanglement between sensors again reduces pa-
rameter estimation precision. However, in many of the
examples where each sensor is estimating a vector of pa-
rameters, the parameter generators do not all commute.
For such estimation problems, we show that the precision
obtainable by a global estimation strategy can always be
equalled or bettered by a local strategy if each sensor has
access to a local ancillary sensor with which it may be
entangled. The resource counting is more subtle in this
case, and in some situations a global estimation strategy
might possibly facilitate a reduction in the estimation un-
certainty by a factor of 12 for a fixed amount of resources.
A. Estimating local scalar parameters
Consider any estimation problem, within our quantum
sensing networks framework, in which:
i. The aim is to estimate each φk.
ii. One parameter is encoded into each sensor.
More precisely, the first condition is that we wish
to find an estimation strategy that minimizes EΦ =
Tr(WCov(Φ)) with Wkk 6= 0 for all k. The second con-
dition is that there are the same number of sensors as
parameters to estimate (|S| = d), and that the kth gen-
erator Hˆk, acts non-trivially only in Hilbert space Hk.
That is
Hˆk = 1⊗ 1⊗ · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1 1 operators
⊗hˆk ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
d−k 1 operators
. (17)
Hence, we may write the total unitary evolution as
U(φ) = U1(φ1)⊗ U2(φ2)⊗ · · · ⊗ Ud(φd). (18)
A practical example that fits into this setting is the es-
timation of d optical phases (with respect to a reference
beam) that each act on one of d modes [12–15] (see Sec-
tion VI).
Because each parameter is encoded into a single sen-
sor we have [Hˆl, Hˆm] = 0 for all l and m. Therefore
the QCRB can always be saturated for problems of this
sort (see Section II D). We now show that global estima-
tion strategies are fundamentally sub-optimal for MPE
problems of this sort, in the sense that a local estimation
strategy can always be found that has a smaller esti-
mation uncertainty (smaller EΦ) for a fixed amount of
resources. One implication of this is that entanglement
between sensors is detrimental to the estimation preci-
sion.
1. A general bound on the QFIM inverse
In Appendix A we show that for any invertible QFIM
[F−1]kk ≥ 1Fkk , (19)
with the equality obtained for a particular k if and only
if the kth column and row of F are such that the only
non-zero entry is on the diagonal. Hence, the equality
is obtained for all k if and only if F is diagonal. Note
that a closely related result for the classical FIM has
been shown previously in Refs. [17, 41]. This inequal-
ity is perhaps unsurprising as Fkk is the QFI for the
7one-parameter problem that the multi-parameter prob-
lem reduces to if all of the other parameters are known
[42]. It is intuitively clear that the optimal setting for
estimating a parameter is when the values of all other
variables are known exactly.
Eqs. (9) and (19) imply that
EΦ ≥ 1
µ
Tr(WF−1) ≥ 1
µ
d∑
k=1
Wkk
Fkk . (20)
The first of these bounds can be saturated when the
QCRB can be saturated, which it can be here for any
input state. The second bound is saturated only when
the QFIM is diagonal, which is because we have assumed
that Wkk 6= 0 for all k.
2. Pure states
We first of all consider only the case of pure probe
states, denoting the input probe state |ψ〉. For pure in-
put states, and when [Hˆl, Hˆm] = 0 for all l and m, the
QFIM is given by [11, 14, 15]
Flm = 4
(〈HˆlHˆm〉 − 〈Hˆl〉〈Hˆm〉), (21)
where the expectations values are taken with respect to
|ψ〉. Therefore, the diagonal elements of the QFIM are
proportional to generator variances and the off-diagonal
elements are proportional to generator covariances. The
weighted sum of one over the variances provides a lower
bound on EΦ via Eq. (20). To be explicit, by denoting
Var(ϕ, Oˆ) := 〈ϕ|Oˆ2|ϕ〉 − 〈ϕ|Oˆ|ϕ〉2, (22)
for any ϕ and Oˆ, we have that
EΦ ≥ 1
µ
d∑
k=1
Wkk
4Var(ψ, Hˆk)
. (23)
This inequality is saturated if and only if the off-
diagonal elements in the QFIM are all zero, which here
are covariances. Hence, a non-zero covariance in the
(pure) probe state between sensors k and l (with respect
to Hˆk and Hˆl) is detrimental to achieving a minimal EΦ,
for all k and l. For pure states these covariances are di-
rectly associated with entanglement in the probe state
between sensors k and l. We now show that, given any
pure probe state, |ψe〉, a separable pure probe state, |ψs〉,
may be constructed with the same variances for all d
generators and, because it is separable, zero covariances.
This will then imply that for any pure probe state (which
may exhibit entanglement between sensors) there is a sep-
arable state with an equal or lower precision bound.
For any operator Oˆk on HS with the action of oˆk on the
kth sensor and a trivial action on all other sensors then
〈ψe|Oˆk|ψe〉 = Tr(ρkoˆk), where ρk = TrS\k(|ψe〉〈ψe|) is
the one-sensor reduced density matrix obtained by trac-
ing out all other sensors, S \ k. Denote hˆk|λk〉 = λ|λk〉,
where λ ∈ σk, with σk representing the spectrum of hˆk,
and where the eigenvectors are orthonormal (or quasi-
orthonormal for a continuous spectrum). Note that here
hˆk has been implicitly assumed to have no degeneracies
for notational simplicity – the following results can be
easily extended to degenerate operators using a further
label to denote the degeneracy for each λ ∈ σk. For any
observable which is diagonal in the eigen-basis of hˆk, the
pure state of sub-system k [43]
|ψk〉 :=
∑
λ∈σk
√
Tr(ρk|λk〉〈λk|)|λk〉, (24)
has identical measurement statistics to ρk. This is
easily confirmed, as it is immediate that |〈λk|ψk〉|2 =
Tr(ρk|λk〉〈λk|) for all λ ∈ σ(hˆk). It then follows that
Var(ψk, hˆk) = Var(ρk, hˆk) = Var(ψe, Hˆk). (25)
To construct a probe state for the full estimation prob-
lem, consider the separable state of all d sensors
|ψs(ψe)〉 := |ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ψd〉. (26)
By construction Var(ψs, Hˆk) = Var(ψe, Hˆk) for all k =
1, . . . , d. That is, the two states have the same variances
for the generator of all d parameters. Furthermore, as
|ψs〉 is a separable pure state, the covariances between
any two Hˆl and Hˆm with respect to this state are zero
for l 6= m (as the generators act non-trivially on different
sensors). Therefore, for any weighting matrix, W , we
have
Tr(WF−1(ψe)) ≥ Tr(WF−1(ψs)), (27)
with the equality holding only when |ψe〉 is separable be-
tween the d sensors. In all cases the separable state |ψs〉,
constructed from |ψe〉, saturates the precision bounds in
Eq. (23).
So far we have shown that a separable state can always
be found with a smaller estimation uncertainty than any
given entangled state. However, we are not interested in
minimizing this uncertainty in isolation, but instead we
wish to minimize it for a given fixed amount of resources.
These resources are calculated as the expectation value
with respect to the input probe state of some Hermitian
operator Rˆ (see Section III A). Now, as Rˆ is assumed to
commute with U(φ) for all φ, it must commute with Hˆk
for all k. This means that Rˆ is diagonal in the simulta-
neous eigen-basis of all the generators, and so |ψs〉 and
|ψe〉 contain the same amount of resources (on average).
3. Optimal measurements
To confirm that a local estimation strategy can always
be found with a smaller EΦ than any given pure-state
8global estimation strategy, it is also necessary to show
that an optimal estimator for φ can be extracted from
the probe state using only LOCC. The QFIM for the sep-
arable state |ψs〉 is diagonal, and therefore an estimation
procedure using this state can be treated as a collection
of single parameter estimation problems.
In single parameter estimation, the optimal measure-
ment is a projection onto the eigenstates of the SLD
[11, 12, 27]. For pure states, the kth SLD is given by
Lˆk = 2(|∂kψφ〉〈ψφ|+ |ψφ〉〈∂kψφ|), (28)
where |∂kψφ〉 = ∂|ψφ〉/∂φk and |ψφ〉 = U(φ)|ψ〉 [11, 27].
Using this, it may then be confirmed that, because |ψs〉 is
separable between sensors, the SLDs for the input probe
state |ψs〉 are given by
Lˆk =
(
e−iφj hˆj |ψj〉〈ψj |eiφj hˆj
)⊗j 6=k ⊗ lˆk, (29)
where
lˆk = 2ie
−iφkhˆk
[
|ψk〉〈ψk|, hˆk
]
eiφkhˆk . (30)
The eigenstates of Lˆk are of the form
|Lk〉 =
(
e−iφj hˆj |ψj〉
)⊗j 6=k ⊗ |lk〉, (31)
where the |lk〉 are the eigenstates of lˆk.
The optimal measurement on the evolved probe state
is to act with the projectors made from these eigenstates.
We see that
〈ψφ,s|(|Lj〉〈Lj |)⊗j |ψφ,s〉 =
d∏
j=1
|〈lj |e−iφj hˆj |ψj〉|2, (32)
where |ψφ,s〉 ≡ U(φ)|ψs〉. The optimal measurement can
therefore be performed with a local measuring device for
each sensor, as at sensor k the optimal measurement is
a projection onto the eigenstates of lˆk. An estimator
for φk may then be constructed locally at each sensor,
and an estimator for φ may be constructed via classical
communication – this is a local estimation strategy.
4. Mixed states
We now wish to show that pure probe states provide
better estimation precision than mixed states. To do
this, we first prove something slightly different, from
which we can infer that pure probe states are prefer-
able. Here we allow for the possibility of “ancillary” sen-
sors on which the parameter-imprinting unitary acts only
trivially. As such we now consider the enlarged Hilbert
space HS → HS⊗HA, with HA the Hilbert space of some
ancillary sensors, and a unitary evolution imprinting the
parameters given by
U(φ) = exp(−iφT Hˆ)⊗ 1, (33)
with Hˆ = (Hˆ1, . . . , Hˆd) still satisfying Eq. (17), and
where 1 is the identity operator on H|A|.
To fully define the problem it is also necessary to spec-
ify how the resource operator is extended to the larger
Hilbert space. We take
Rˆ→ Rˆ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ RˆA, (34)
where RˆA is some positive operator (meaning that it has
non-negative eigenvalues, e.g., a number operator). Note
that this construction for the extended resource operator
includes, to our knowledge, all cases of practical interest.
Moreover, it is a very natural assumption, as it would be
a strange estimation problem if, by simply adding ancil-
lary systems, the resources used could be reduced.
Considering this extension of the quantum sensing net-
works setting to include ancillary sensors, the derivation
of Section IV A 1 to Section IV A 3 can be easily adapted
to show that entanglement with ancillary sensors is also
detrimental to the estimation precision (a brief outline of
how this can be achieved is given in Appendix B), and
a local estimation strategy is still preferable. Indeed,
adding the ancillary systems can at best only keep the
precision per resource the same. It should be noted that
Ballester [44] has already shown that entanglement with
ancillary systems can provide no enhancement in MPE
with commuting generators. This was in the different
context of optimizing the estimation of d − 1 parame-
ters in a d × d dimensional unitary acting on a single
d-dimensional quantum system in the special case where
the generators of all of the parameters commute. How-
ever, the results of Ref. [44] imply our conclusions on
ancillary sensors, at least in some cases.
Ancillary sensors cannot enhance estimation precision,
for the MPE problems we are considering here, and
this can be used to imply that a mixed probe state
is sub-optimal. Any density operator ρ satisfies ρ =
TrA(|Ψρ〉〈Ψρ|) from some |Ψρ〉 ∈ HS ⊗ HA, known as
a purification of ρ, with A = S always sufficient [45]. It
is clear that Fkk(Ψρ) ≥ Fkk(ρ) for all k, as one possible
measurement strategy with the pure probe |Ψρ〉 is to dis-
card the ancillary sensor(s), which is entirely equivalent
to having the probe state ρ. Moreover, any such purifi-
cation |Ψρ〉 has an equal or worse precision bound EΦ
than the state |Ψρ,s〉 = |ψs(Ψρ)〉 ⊗ |ψA〉, where |ψs(Ψρ)〉
is given by Eqs. (24) and (26) and |ψA〉 is any state of the
ancillary system(s). Furthermore, the estimation uncer-
tainty bound is at best equal to that achieved by |ψs(Ψρ)〉
without any ancillary sensors, and they are only actually
equal when |Ψρ〉 is a product state between the probe
and ancillary sensors, which is true only when ρ is pure.
Hence, the bound on EΦ for ρ is greater than or equal
to that for |ψs(Ψρ)〉, with the equality only when ρ is
pure. Finally, ρ and |ψs(Ψρ)〉 contain the same amount
of resources, confirming that the separable pure state
|ψs(Ψρ)〉 provides a better estimation precision than ρ
for a fixed amount of resources.
95. Local estimation should be preferred
In this subsection we have considered the problem of
estimating a d-dimensional vector φ where (1) each φk is
encoded into a single quantum sensor, and (2) we wish
to implement non-trivial estimates of all the elements of
φ, but they are not necessarily all equally important.
We have shown that: for any given mixed state, there is
a pure state containing the same or less resources with
an equal or smaller QCRB for EΦ (Section IV A 4); that
for any given pure state, there is a state which is sepa-
rable between sensors that contains the same resources
and that has an equal or smaller QCRB for EΦ (Sec-
tion IV A 2); and that, for any given pure separable state,
the optimal measurement saturates the QCRB and can
be performed by local measurements at each sensor (Sec-
tion IV A 3).
Combining these results we then have that, for any
MPE problem of the sort described above and given any
global estimation strategy, it is always possible to find a
local estimation strategy that uses the same amount of
resources and that has a smaller estimation uncertainty.
Hence, in this setting, multi-sensor entangled states and
global measurements are not only unnecessary for ob-
taining a high estimation precision, but the entangle-
ment reduces the attainable precision. Moreover, as the
ideal probe state is pure, we can conclude that neither
quantum nor classical correlations between the sensors
enhance the precision in estimating φ.
Our argument has nothing to say on the relative fea-
sibility of various estimation strategies. What we have
pointed out is that, ideally, it is preferable to use a local
estimation strategy. Hence, despite our results, it is pos-
sible that in some cases sensor-entangled probe states,
or multi-sensor measurements, may still be the best op-
tion in practice. For example, preparing an entangled
state might be easier than preparing any of the separa-
ble states that can obtain a better estimation precision.
This is something that can only be assessed in a given
physical setting.
6. Discussion
There are some further interesting subtleties to our re-
sults, and also some important caveats, which we wish to
now make clear. For any given global estimation strategy,
to provide an equivalent local estimation strategy with a
lower estimation uncertainty, our argument maps entan-
gled probe states to separable probe states with similar
local properties (see Section IV A 2). This implicitly as-
sumes that we are interested in comparing estimation
strategies that use arbitrary probe states in the full sen-
sor Hilbert space. However, we might actually be inter-
ested in finding the best estimation strategy out of all
those that use a probe state from some given sub-space
of the full Hilbert.
If this is the case, we are asking a different question to
the one we have answered in this section. Moreover, in
this case it is clear that whether we can always find a lo-
cal estimation strategy with an equal or better precision
than a given global estimation strategy, will unavoidably
depend on the particular sub-space under consideration.
For example, we could consider a sub-space of only max-
imally entangled states, in which case it is trivial that a
global estimation will be required, as we have explicitly
discounted all local estimation strategies from the anal-
ysis. This rather trivial example shows that care must
be taken if the results we have presented above are to be
applied to some sub-space S of the total Hilbert space.
The relevant question is:
“Can we map an arbitrary state Ψ ∈ S to a sensor-
separable state Ψs ∈ S where (1) Ψs has the same, or
larger, generator variances than Ψ, and (2) Ψs has the
same, or a smaller, value for the resource function than
Ψ?”
If yes, our argument may be applied. However, note
that the entangled state to separable state mapping, re-
quired for the argument, may be more subtle than that
in Eq. (24).
Ultimately, it is a matter of judgement as to what sub-
space one is, or should be, interested in. However, in
many examples where these results are of practical in-
terest, we do not know of any fundamental physical rea-
son to not consider a sub-space containing the necessary
separable probe state (such as the full Hilbert space).
This will be covered in detail when we apply these re-
sults to optical MPE and atomic sensing, in Sections VI
and VII respectively. However, some theoretical analyses
might implicitly or explicitly exclude the relevant sepa-
rable states and arrive at different conclusions to ours in
this section. Indeed, this will be made explicitly clear in
Sections V D and VI.
Similarly, our argument also implicitly relies on the po-
tential availability of arbitrary measurements (as we use
the QFIM). That is, we have assumed that we should not
a priori remove certain types of measurement from the
analysis. As above, if one wishes to perform an equiva-
lent analysis with only certain measurements available, it
is critical to confirm that this does not invalidate our ar-
gument before this result is used. Again, when we apply
this result to practical sensing problems, we will address
this explicitly in each setting (it cannot be addressed in
an entirely abstract setting).
Finally, there is one more important subtlety which is
critical to understanding the precise claim we are mak-
ing. In general, there is no optimal estimation strategy.
This is why we have refrained from stating that local
strategies are “optimal”. When the generating operators
are bounded then our argument does imply that the op-
timal strategy is a local estimation strategy (modulo the
discussion on probe state and measurement sub-spaces
given above). However, if the generators are unbounded
then probe states with arbitrarily large generator vari-
ances, which are the diagonal elements of the QFIM, ex-
ist. In some such settings the saturable QCRB on EΦ
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can then be made arbitrarily small for a fixed quantity
of resources [15]. This is a technicality that can also
appear in single-parameter estimation [46–48], where it
is known that it is not possible to obtain an arbitrarily
high precision-per-resource in practice [47, 48]. This is
because (to get close to) saturating the QCRB requires
many experimental repeats, and the number of repeats
needed is not independent of the probe state.
One way to at least partially resolve this issue, whilst
still considering the QCRB and the QFIM, is to con-
sider only probe states in some physically well-motivated
bounded sub-space of the total Hilbert space of each sen-
sor. However, considering such sub-spaces can be prob-
lematic if not chosen carefully (see above). We will con-
sider this further in Section VI, when we focus on optical
MPE (none of these problems are of practical relevance
in atomic MPE). Finally, we note that all of these sub-
tleties also apply to the remainder of this section, but we
do not explicitly discuss them again.
B. Estimating local vector parameters
In the previous subsection we proved that a local esti-
mation strategy is preferable to a global estimation strat-
egy when each quantum sensor in the network is esti-
mating a single scalar parameter. This does not cover
all cases of practical interest, for example, if each sen-
sors is estimating the strength and direction of a three-
dimensional magnetic field [11], or if each sensor is char-
acterizing a completely unknown D-dimensional unitary
operator [20]. We now extend our argument into this
setting, with the conclusion significantly more subtle in
this case (except when the generating operators all com-
mute).
Before we can formally state the MPE problem of in-
terest, we need to introduce a succinct notation for di-
viding vectors and matrices into sub-vectors and sub-
matrices. Consider “partitioning” the d-dimensional vec-
tor parameter φ into m sub-vectors, where the kth sub-
vector has a dimension of dk and d = d1 + · · · + dm.
More specifically, let the 1st sub-vector, denoted φ[1], be
given by φ[1] := (φ1, . . . , φd1)
T , let the 2nd sub-vector be
φ[2] := (φ1+d1 , . . . , φd1+d2)
T , and so on. Therefore, by
denoting d<k := d1 + d2 + · · ·+ dk−1, the kth sub-vector
is given by
φ[k] := (φ(1+d<k), . . . , φ(dk+d<k))
T . (35)
It is then clear that, as desired, we have
φ =

φ[1]
φ[2]
...
φ[m]
 . (36)
Using an analogous notation, for a d×d matrix M and
a given partitioning of d into d = d1 + · · · + dm, we let
M[jk] denote the sub-matrix of M obtained by removing
the elements that are not both in rows 1+d<j to dj+d<j
and columns 1 + d<k to dk + d<k. Hence,
M =

M[11] M[12] · · · M[1m]
M[21] M[22] · · · M[2m]
...
...
. . .
...
M[m1] M[m2] · · · M[mm]
 . (37)
Note that the parentheses in the subscripts of this no-
tation are used to denote that these are sub-vectors and
sub-matrices of φ and M , respectively, and not just the
scalar vector and matrix elements of φ and M (which will
still be denoted as normal). It will be useful to define
Pj := {1 + d<j , 2 + d<j , . . . , dj + d<j}, (38)
i.e, Pj contains the labels for the parameters in the jth
partition.
We are now ready to give a formal construction of the
general MPE problem we are going to consider in this
subsection. As throughout, we are considering estimation
problems within our general quantum sensing networks
framework, with the total Hilbert space HS = H1⊗H2⊗
· · · ⊗ H|S|. The completely general situation is that a d-
dimensional vector φ (with d > |S| in general) is encoded
it the sensing network, with each parameter encoded into
one sensors. This can be described by some partitioning
d = d1 + · · · + d|S|, specifying that φk has an associated
Hˆk operator that acts nontrivially only on the l
th sensor
if k ∈ Pl. That is, the φ[l] vector parameter is encoded
into the Hilbert space of the lth sensor, Hl. As always,
the parameters are imprinted via U(φ) = exp(−iφT Hˆ),
and now we have
U(φ) = U1(φ[1])⊗ · · · ⊗ U|S|(φ[|S|]). (39)
It is clear that [Hˆk, Hˆl] = 0 if k ∈ Pp and l ∈ Pq with
p 6= q, but the Hˆk operators that act on the same sensor
need not commute.
As in Section IV A, we now consider the problem of
optimizing the network to estimate φ (rather than some
functions of the φk). We allow the importance weighting
for estimating each parameter to be arbitrary, but we
assume it is non-zero (i.e., Wkk 6= 0 for all k). Finally,
we assume that the resource operator is given by
Rˆsum = Rˆ1 + Rˆ2 + · · ·+ Rˆ|S|, (40)
where Rˆl acts non-trivially only on the l
th sensor. Note
that this is a very natural assumption (as we have already
discussed in Section III A), but that this assumption was
not needed in Section IV A.
For MPE problems of this sort, we will now show that
any global estimation exhibits, at best, very limited pre-
cision improvements over an equivalent local estimation
strategy that uses the same amount of resources. More-
over, in many settings the local estimation strategy is
preferable. Our argument is similar in many ways to
that given in Section IV A, and follows the same basic
structure.
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1. A general bound on the QFIM block-wise inverse
Given an arbitrary QFIM F for a d-dimensional vec-
tor φ, and an arbitrary partitioning d = d1 + · · · + d|S|,
consider the block-diagonal matrix obtained from F by
setting all of the off-diagonal matrices in F to zero, i.e.,
the matrix
D(F) :=

F[11] 0 · · · 0
0 F[22] · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · F[|S||S|]
 . (41)
In Appendix C we show that for any invertible F , and
any partitioning,
[F−1][kk] ≥ [D−1][kk] =
[F[kk]]−1 , (42)
for all k. Moreover, the equality is obtained for a given k
if and only if F[jk] = F[kj] = 0 for all j 6= k. To properly
understand this statement, is is important to note that,
for two matrices A and B, A ≥ B and A 6= B does not
imply that A > B. Moreover, note that Eq. (42) is a
generalization of the inequality given in Eq. (19).
Eq. (42) implies that [F−1]kk ≥ [D−1]kk for all k =
1, . . . , d. It follows from this, and Eq. (9), that
EΦ ≥ 1
µ
Tr(WF−1) ≥ 1
µ
Tr(WD−1(F)), (43)
for any weighting matrix W , and any given partitioning.
The first bound is saturated when the QCRB may be
saturated, which is not always true for the MPE problems
we are now considering. The second bound is saturated
only when F is block-diagonal, with respect to the given
partitioning, as we have assumed that Wkk 6= 0 for all k.
The elements of the QFIM for a pure probe state are
given by [49, 50]
Fmn(ψ) = 2〈{Gˆm, Gˆn}〉 − 4〈Gˆm〉〈Gˆn〉, (44)
with the expectation values taken with respect to the
input state. Here Gˆk is the generator of φk, defined by
Gˆk := −i(∂U†/∂φk)U (see Section II D), and {·, ·} is the
anti-commutator, i.e., {A,B} = AB + BA. Eq. (39)
implies that [Gˆk, Gˆl] = 0 for k ∈ Pp and l ∈ Pq with
p 6= q. More importantly, this also implies that Gˆk acts
non-trivially only in sub-space Hl if k ∈ Pl. That is, if
k ∈ Pl then
Gˆk = 1⊗ 1⊗ · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
l−1 1 operators
⊗gˆk ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
|S|−l 1 operators
, (45)
for some gˆk.
2. Ancillary sensors allow for an equivalent local estimation
We now argue that, for any global estimation strat-
egy, we can find an equivalent local estimation strategy
with an equal or smaller estimation uncertainty EΦ, if we
have access to |S| ancillary sensors – one for each probe
sensor – and by “local” we now mean local with respect
to a probe and ancillary sensor pair. We will term each
probe-ancillary pairing a “duplicated sensor” [51]. We
will then argue that, in all practical settings, this equiva-
lent local estimation strategy (using duplicated sensors)
uses no more than twice the resources of the global esti-
mation strategy, and in some cases the most appropriate
accounting of resources will imply that the resources in
both strategies are equal. Note that, if the generators
all mutually commute, we will show that our argument
can be adapted to remove the ancillary sensors (see Sec-
tion IV B 5), and hence the local strategy is unambigu-
ously preferable. However, more generally, it appears
that this is not the case.
Consider providing each sensor with a (spatially local)
ancillary copy of itself, or more precisely consider the
duplicated Hilbert space
HS∪S = (H1 ⊗H1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (H|S| ⊗H|S|). (46)
Hence, the unitary operator imprinting the parameters
acts non-trivially only on the first of each pair. Now,
consider any probe state ρ that is a (possibly pure) den-
sity operator on HS. This probe state may in general be
entangled between sensors. Consider any purification of ρ
into the Hilbert space HS∪S, which we denote |Ψρ〉 (ρ can
always be purified into this duplicated Hilbert space [45]).
This purified state must have an optimal estimation un-
certainty (i.e., EΦ minimized over all measurements) that
is equal to or smaller than that of ρ. This is for the same
reasons as earlier (see Section IV A 4). Specifically, any
measurement strategy for ρ is equivalent to one for |Ψρ〉
where the additional sensors are discarded.
Denote the QFIM of |Ψρ〉 by F . For any purified probe
|Ψρ〉, we now show that we may find an alternative probe
state |Ψs〉 ∈ HS∪S that is separable between different du-
plicated sensors (probe-ancilla sensor pairs) and that has
the QFIM D(F). Note that this state may be entan-
gled between a probe sensor and its ancillary copy. The
following argument is very similar to that used in Sec-
tion IV A 4.
For a pure state, the F[ll] sub-matrix of F depends only
on the reduced density operator ρl = TrS\l(|Ψρ〉〈Ψρ|).
This follows from Eq. (44), and by noting that Gˆk acts
non-trivially only in the Hilbert space on which φk is
encoded. That is, it acts non-trivially on Hl only if k ∈
Pl, as stated in Eq. (45). But we can also find a pure
state in |Ψl〉 ∈ Hl ⊗ Hl with the same reduced density
matrix, ρl, obtained by tracing over the second ancillary
sensor. Therefore the state
|Ψs(ρ)〉 = |Ψ1〉 ⊗ |Ψ2〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |Ψ|S|〉, (47)
where each |Ψk〉 is a purification of ρk for k = 1, . . . , |S|,
has a QFIM F ′ with F ′[ll] = F[ll] for all l. Furthermore, as
|Ψs(ρ)〉 is separable between each pair of duplicated sen-
sors, the off-diagonal sub-matrices of F ′ are zero. Hence
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F ′ = D(F). By Eq. (43), |Ψs〉 has an equal or lower
QCRB-derived bound on the estimation uncertainty EΦ
(for any weighting matrix) than the purified state |Ψρ〉,
for any ρ and any purification. Therefore, it also has a
lower QCRB-derived bound on EΦ than that for ρ. These
lower bounds on EΦ are equal if and only if ρ is pure and
separable (as we are assuming the weighting matrix, W ,
has Wkk 6= 0 for all k).
If the QCRB is saturable for all probe states then we
can conclude that, when the optimal measurement is im-
plemented, |Ψs(ρ)〉 has an equal or lower estimation un-
certainty than ρ, for any measurement strategy on ρ. In
this case the optimal measurement for |Ψs(ρ)〉 is local,
for exactly the same reasons as in Section IV A 3. Hence,
in any such case, for any global estimation strategy there
is a local estimation strategy that obtains a lower un-
certainty in the estimator, as quantified by EΦ. Note
however that we are yet to consider the resources used
for each strategy – before we do this, we turn to those
situations when the QCRB cannot always be saturated.
3. Local estimation with non-commuting generators
Outside a setting where the QCRB may be saturated
for all input states, simply showing that the QCRB-
derived bound on EΦ for the separable state |Ψs(ρ)〉 is
smaller or equal to the bound on EΦ for ρ, for any ρ,
is insufficient to prove that a separable state is always
preferable. However, we can confirm this is the case,
with the following argument.
The precision with which φ[l] can be measured is always
improved or unaffected if we know φ[k] for all k 6= l.
Both |Ψρ〉 and |Ψs〉 have the same QFIM for φ[l], which
is F[ll], and if all the other parameters are known we
may set them to zero (by local known unitaries before
the measurement). Therefore, the φ[l]-encoded state in
each of these cases is∣∣Ψlρ〉 ≡ (1⊗ · · · ⊗ Ul(φ[l])⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)|Ψρ〉, (48)∣∣Ψls〉 ≡ |Ψ1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∣∣Ψll〉⊗ · · · ⊗ |Ψ|S|〉, (49)
where
∣∣Ψll〉 ≡ (Ul(φ[l])⊗ 1)|Ψl〉.
In Appendix D it is shown that, using only φ[l]-
independent unitary operations and partial traces (on
an extended Hilbert space), we may map
∣∣Ψls〉 → ∣∣Ψlρ〉.
Hence, any POVM on
∣∣Ψlρ〉 is exactly equivalent to some
POVM on
∣∣Ψls〉. This is in the sense that the POVMs
have the same number of POVM effects and each mea-
surement outcome, m, is associated with the same PDF,
p(m|φ[l]). This means that
∣∣Ψls〉 can estimate φ[l] with
at least as small an estimation uncertainty as can be
obtained with
∣∣Ψlρ〉, when all the other parameters are
known and if the optimal measurement is used. Note
that this measurement might not saturate the QCRB-
derived bound for EΦ[l] , and when this is the case the
optimal measurement will depend on the weighting sub-
matrix W[ll].
Return now to the actual problem of interest – when
all of the parameters are not known. For the separa-
ble state |Ψs〉, all of the φ[l] can be measured simultane-
ously to the same, or a better, precision that |Ψρ〉 can
estimate each φ[l] when all of the other φ[k] are known.
This is because |Ψs〉 is separable between duplicated sen-
sors, and so the optimal POVM for estimating φ[l] (with
that state, and given W[ll]) acts only on the l
th duplicate
sensor. Hence, all of the measurements to optimize the
estimation precision of each φ[l] can be implemented in
parallel. However, there is no guarantee that |Ψρ〉 can
estimate all of the φ[l] simultaneously with the same esti-
mation uncertainty that each one can be estimated with
when all of the other parameters are known.
Hence, we have shown that we can map any density op-
erator ρ to a pure state |Ψs〉, which is separable between
duplicated sensors, and that, for some measurement, |Ψs〉
has an equal or lower estimation uncertainty (i.e., smaller
EΦ) than ρ, for any measurement on ρ. Thus, although
the QCRB cannot necessarily be saturated, a separable
state allows us to get as close as it is possible to saturat-
ing it.
4. Resource counting
Finally, we need to compare the resources used in a
given (potentially) global strategy and the local strategy
obtained from this global strategy via the method above.
It is at this point that a minor potential advantage of a
global estimation strategy becomes apparent. In order
to discuss resources it is again necessary to define the ex-
tended resource operator for the probe state |Ψs〉, as this
should be an operator on HS∪S. As before, the obvious
extension is one of the form Rˆsum → Rˆ′sum with
Rˆ′sum = (Rˆ1 + Rˆ
′
1)+(Rˆ2 + Rˆ
′
2)+ · · ·+(Rˆ|S|+ Rˆ′|S|), (50)
where Rˆ′l acts non-trivially only on the l
th ancillary sen-
sor and each Rˆ′l is a Hermitian and positive operator.
We have to choose the Rˆ′l, and there is no fundamental
reason to pick any particular ancillary resource operator.
It is a practical question as to what is appropriate. Here
we discuss two choices for these ancillary sensor resource
operators that have clear physical relevance.
Consider taking Rˆ′l = Rˆl for all l = 1, . . . , |S|. This
is the relevant choice when resources used in ancillary
systems or sensors should be accounted for on the same
footing as the probe sensors, which undergo the unknown
evolution. In this setting it may be easily confirmed that
|ψs(ρ)〉 need contain no more than twice the amount of
resources as ρ – the exact amount depends on the chosen
purification, and could be considerably less than this.
Hence, in this case, there is potentially a cost to using
local estimation, rather than global estimation, of up to
a factor of two.
The second natural choice for the resource operators is
to take Rˆ′l = 1 for all l = 1, . . . , |S|. This is the relevant
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choice when any properties of the ancillary systems and
sensors are irrelevant from the perspective of resource
counting. This is arguably the most appropriate method
for counting resources when the parameters are induced
by some fragile sample (relevant optical sensing examples
include measurements of spin ensembles [52], biological
systems [53, 54], atoms [55, 56] and single molecules [57]).
In this case, it is essential to minimize the disturbance
of the sample, and as any ancillary systems do not in-
teract with the sample there is no need to minimize any
property (e.g., energy) local to that part of the state.
In this setting, our argument implies that a local esti-
mation strategy is always, in principle, preferable to a
global estimation strategy, as it has a smaller estimation
uncertainty for the same amount of resources.
5. Discussion
It is natural to wonder whether the ancillary sensors
are really essential to the argument that we have pre-
sented above. In the case where all the generators com-
mute, we may adapt our argument in a straightforward
way to confirm that, in this setting, the ancillary sensors
are indeed unnecessary. This is because, as the gener-
ators commute, they are all diagonal in the same basis
and the separable state obtained in Eq. (24), with respect
to any one of the generators acting on that sensor, will
exhibit the necessary statistics to have a block-diagonal
QFIM and the same total resources. This immediately
implies that the optimal estimation strategy is a local
estimation strategy for any MPE problem of this sort.
However, more generally, it is the case that the an-
cillary modes are essential for obtaining a minimal esti-
mation uncertainty. This follows from previous results
in the literature: it is known that entanglement with
ancillas can provide an enhancement to MPE precision
that is unavailable when the probes may not be entangled
with any external quantum systems [20, 32]. Specifically,
Ballester [20] showed this in the particular context of es-
timating a completely unknown general unitary (i.e., to-
mography) on a single D-dimensional Hilbert space. This
is a problem with D2−1 parameters and non-commuting
generators. Ballester concludes that entanglement with
an ancilla and a two-body measurement can increase the
estimation precision by more than a factor of two.
To be clear, our results complement, and do not con-
tradict, those of Ballester [20]. Applied to this context,
what we have shown is that, if we had many different
and unknown unitary operators acting on different sen-
sors, then any estimation precision enhancement gained
by entangling these sensors and using global measure-
ment could instead be obtained (and further improved
upon) by using a local strategy, as long as each sensor
has access to an ancillary sensor with which it may be en-
tangled. However, the estimation uncertainty for a fixed
amount of resources might be reduced by a factor of 12
by using a global estimation scheme (without ancillas),
unless the resources used in the ancillary sensors need
not be accounted for (the appropriate resource counting
is a problem-specific question).
C. Singular QFIMs
We now take a slight diversion to present a simple
method for accounting for singular QFIMs and what we
will call “unwanted” parameters. The unwanted parame-
ters in φ are those elements of φ for which the weighting
matrix element is zero. That is, φk is unwanted if and
only if Wkk = 0. The terminology is natural, as for any
such φk our estimation uncertainty function Eφ, which
we wish to minimize, puts no weighting on the mini-
mization of Var(Φk). So far, we have considered only
non-singular QFIMs and estimations where all of the el-
ements of φ are of interest. In this subsection we will
point out how singular QFIMs and unwanted parameters
affect the conclusions we have made thus far. However,
the main utility in introducing these ideas is that they
will be crucial in the remainder of the paper.
If an MPE problem requires the estimation of all of the
elements of φ with some non-zero weight (i.e., Wkk > 0
for all k), then any probe state with a singular QFIM re-
sults in a failed estimation. This is because the evolved
probe state contains no information about one or more
of the parameters (or some linear combination of them),
and so some of the parameters of interest cannot be esti-
mated. A more interesting case is when some of the pa-
rameters are unwanted. In this situation, singular QFIMs
do not necessarily result in a failed estimation. We now
introduce a method for analyzing any estimation prob-
lem with unwanted parameters. This will provide the
relevant QCRB-derived estimation precision for all cases
when the estimation doesn’t fail.
1. Reducing the MPE problem
Consider an arbitrary QFIM F(φ), which might be sin-
gular, for some d-dimensional vector φ. We may choose
the order of the elements of φ for our convenience, so
we order them such that the first d′ are the parame-
ters of interest and the remaining d − d′ parameters are
the unwanted parameters that are of no interest, where
1 ≤ d′ ≤ d. That is, Wkk > 0 for k ∈ [1, d′] and Wkk = 0
for k ∈ [d′ + 1, d]. There is some s ∈ [d′, d] such that we
may write
F(φ) = F(φA)⊕F(φB), (51)
where φA = (φ1, . . . , φs) is an s-dimensional vector and
φB = (φs+1, . . . , . . . , φd) is an (d−s)-dimensional vector.
For example, this always holds for s = d, as then φB is
zero-dimensional, and so this equation is trivial.
Now consider the φA obtained when we minimize the
value of s ∈ [d′, d] over all labelling permutations of the
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unwanted parameters. We call this the reduced φ vector
and we denote it by φ˜. Therefore, φ˜ is a sub-vector of
φ containing all of the parameters of interest and the
minimal number of unwanted parameters necessary such
that we may write the QFIM for φ as a direct sum of the
QFIM for φ˜ and the QFIM for the remaining unwanted
parameters.
As F(φ) can be separated out in this way, it is clear
that the problem of estimating φ˜ and the associated φB
are essentially decoupled and can be considered indepen-
dently. As we are not interested in any of the elements
of φB , we may discard this part of the QFIM matrix
(whether it is singular or not) and consider the problem
using only the QFIM F(φ˜). Any remaining unwanted el-
ements in φ˜ cannot be decoupled from the parameters of
interest (at least for the probe state under consideration),
and hence are so-called “nuisance” parameters.
If the QFIM for the reduced vector is invertible, then
the relevant QCRB is
EΦ˜ =
1
µ
Tr(W˜Cov(Φ˜)) ≥ 1
µ
Tr(W˜F−1(φ˜)), (52)
where W˜ is the reduced weighting matrix calculated by
reordering and reducing W so that its elements match
with the elements of φ˜. If the reduced QFIM is still
singular, the probe state under consideration will fail at
estimating the parameters of interest in φ˜, as it contains
no information about at least some of the relevant pa-
rameters.
Note that this reduction procedure respects the fact
that, for probe states that do depend on one or more
unwanted zero-weighted parameters, the appropriate
QCRB is obtained from the QFIM that still includes
these nuisance parameters (not doing so effectively as-
sumes that they are being held constant). Indeed, this
is the entire purpose of this method. The reduction pro-
cedure can be seen as a rigorous method for removing
unwanted parameters from the problem that are decou-
pled from those of interest and that could be causing an
artificially singular QFIM.
2. An example
For clarity, we briefly illustrate our vector reduction
procedure with an example. Consider a 4-dimensional φ
where we only wish to estimate φ1 and φ2. A possible
QFIM is
F(φ) =
F11 F12 0 F14F21 F22 0 F240 0 F33 0
F41 F42 0 F44
 . (53)
This is singular if F33 = 0, but the value of F33 isn’t
relevant to the problem of interest. If any of the non-
diagonal components in the 4th row or column are non-
zero, the reduction process results in a QFIM for φ˜ =
(φ1, φ2, φ4) (keeping the original labelling of the elements
of φ) of
F(φ˜) =
F11 F12 F14F21 F22 F24
F41 F42 F44
 , (54)
with the discarded part of the QFIM given by F(φ3) =
F33. If F(φ˜) is singular the estimation of φ1 and φ2 will
fail (e.g., if all elements of this QFIM are proportional to
1), but if F(φ˜) is invertible then the precision to which
they can be estimated is given by the QCRB obtained
from this reduced QFIM, as given by Eq. (52). Although
this analysis may seem rather obvious, these observations
will be crucial in the next section.
3. Discussion
We now briefly assess how allowing zero-weighted pa-
rameters (Wkk = 0) affects our conclusions in Sec-
tions IV A and IV B. The effect of zero-weighting is sim-
ple: any sensors on which only unwanted zero-weighted
parameters are encoded effectively act like ancillas, and if
some, but not all, of the parameters encoded into a sen-
sor are zero-weighted the estimation problem does not
change substantially from the perspective of our discus-
sions in this section. To be clear, when zero-weighted pa-
rameters are considered it is still true that, when the aim
is to estimate some subset of φ, a local estimation strat-
egy is preferable to a global estimation strategy (modulo
the resource discussions for non-commuting generators).
Indeed, in order to explicitly account for zero-weighted
parameters, the only changes needed to the derivations
throughout this section are essentially just notational.
Finally, we note that finite estimation uncertainty
bounds can be achieved even when the probe state con-
tains no information about one or more of the parame-
ters to be estimated if some suitable prior knowledge is
available about at least these parameters. However, the
precision is then always bounded by this prior knowl-
edge. We leave for future work an analysis of the effects
of prior knowledge on the results herein, but note that
prior knowledge in quantum MPE has been considered
in Refs. [58, 59]. Alternatively an adaptive scheme using
multiple different probe states, such as that in Ref. [60],
can allow for an estimation when some probe states con-
tain no information about one or more of the parameters,
but we do not consider this herein.
V. ESTIMATING LINEAR FUNCTIONS OF
LOCAL PARAMETERS
In the previous section we have considered the MPE
problem in which the aim is to estimate the vector φ –
where each element of φ is locally encoded into one of
the quantum sensors – with some arbitrary importance
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weighting on each parameter. This is a special case of
the more general problem in which the aim is to esti-
mate some functions of the elements of φ, rather than
estimating φ itself, and we now turn to this.
In this more general situation, we will show that, for
a range of such estimation problems, probe states that
are entangled between sensors can provide a better esti-
mation precision than any separable state. Hence, global
estimation strategies are in many cases preferable to lo-
cal estimation strategies for estimating certain non-trivial
functions of φ (rather than φ itself). The main problem
that we will consider is estimating a single linear function
of φ, which we turn to in Section V C.
A. Estimating functions of vectors
To begin, we review the basics of estimating functions
of an unknown vector parameter.
1. General functions
Consider some d-dimensional vector
θ = (f1(φ), f2(φ), . . . , fd(φ)), (55)
for some continuously differentiable functions, fk : Rd →
R, with k = 1, . . . , d, that include the functions of interest
(e.g., we may only wish to estimate θ1 = f1(φ)). The
QFIM for θ, which we denote F(θ), can be expressed in
terms of the QFIM for φ, which we now denote F(φ).
Specifically, it can be shown that [27]
F(θ) = BTF(φ)B, (56)
where B is a Jacobian matrix with elements Blm =
∂φl/∂θm. Note that, as always, the QCRB for an es-
timator of θ is given by
Cov(Θ) ≥ F(θ)
−1
µ
, (57)
where Θ denotes an estimator of θ. Our figure of merit
to minimize will now be EΘ = Tr(WCov(Θ)) where the
weighting matrix W encodes which functions are of in-
terest, and any relative weightings.
For any choice of θ, we can estimate any or all of the
elements of θ by first estimating φ and then calculating
Θk = fk(Φ). The associated variance for the estimator
of each element in θ can be calculated using the standard
propagation of uncertainty formula, that is
Var(Θk) =
d∑
l=1
(
∂fk
∂φl
)2
Var(Φl). (58)
However, in general, an optimal estimation of φ and tak-
ing Θk = fk(Φ) will not give a minimal uncertainty for
estimating the desired θk functions.
2. Linear functions
Herein, we will only consider a particular (but impor-
tant) sub-case of the general problem of estimating func-
tions of an unknown vector – the case of linear functions.
This encompasses a wide range of metrology problems,
many of which are discussed in Sections VI and VII and
later in this section, such as: measuring the phase dif-
ference in a single interferometer [61] or in networked
interferometers [15]; measuring the average or the sum
of multiple parameters [5]; or measuring a linear gradi-
ent [62, 63]. In the case of linear functions each element
of θ is a linear combination (over R) of the elements of
φ, and so
θ = Mφ, (59)
for some M ∈ Rd×Rd. To be a valid reparameterization
of the estimation problem we require that the rows of M
are linearly independent.
For linear functions we have B ∈ Rd × Rd, where B
is the Jacobian matrix introduced in Eq. (56), and fur-
thermore φ = Bθ. Hence B = M−1, as the inverse
of M is guaranteed to exist due to the linear indepen-
dence of the rows of M . As most equations will involve
B−1 = M rather than B = M−1, we will write all for-
mulas in terms of M throughout. In order to facilitate
convenient comparisons between estimation uncertainties
for different problems, it will be useful to demand that
each row of M is a normalized vector, i.e.,
d∑
l=1
M2kl = 1, (60)
for all k. This only fixes an arbitrary constant for each
θk =
∑
lMklφl, as the estimator uncertainty for θ
′
k =
cθk, for any constant c, can then be calculated to be
Var(Θ′k) = c
2Var(Θk) [64].
Finally, it will be useful to note that, if [Hˆl, Hˆm] = 0
for all l and m then, from Eqs. (21) and (59) and U(φ) =
exp(−iφT Hˆ), it follows that
Flm(θ) = 4
(〈Hˆ ′lHˆ ′m〉 − 〈Hˆ ′l〉〈Hˆ ′m〉), (61)
where Hˆ ′ is the vector of generators for θ, which is given
by
Hˆ ′ = (M−1)T Hˆ. (62)
B. Optical and atomic sensing
In the remainder of this section it will be significantly
simpler to make rigorous statements about optimal probe
states and estimation strategies if we restrict ourselves
to a slightly more explicit physical setting. In particular,
we now introduce a fairly general set of MPE problems
that cover a range of optical interferometry and atomic
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sensing scenarios. It is possible that this generic setup en-
compasses other problems of interest outside of these two
important settings. One significant restriction, which we
now impose for the rest of this section, is that we will only
consider estimation problems in which a single parameter
is encoded into each quantum sensor. Hence, the number
of sensors is equal to the number of unknown parameters
d. For example, this implies that 3-dimensional mag-
netic field sensing (e.g., see [11]) is not an MPE problem
encompassed by the following.
1. Total particle number as the resource
Let each quantum sensor have the same underlying
Hilbert space, H, and let this Hilbert space be the direct
sum of a vacuum Hilbert space, a single particle Hilbert
space, a two particles Hilbert space, and so on. That is,
the total d-sensor Hilbert space is
HS = H⊗H⊗ · · · ⊗ H︸ ︷︷ ︸
d Hilbert spaces
, (63)
and the Hilbert space of each sensor is
H = P0 ⊕ P1 ⊕ P2 ⊕ · · · , (64)
where Pn is the Hilbert space containing all possible
states of n “particles”, with n ∈ N.
We will consider estimation problems for which the
resource is simply the average total number of particles.
Formally, the resource function is
Nˆ = Nˆ1 + Nˆ2 + · · ·+ Nˆd, (65)
and Nˆk acts non-trivially only on the k
th quantum sensor
with the action
nˆgen = (0 · 10)⊕ (1 · 11)⊕ (2 · 12)⊕ · · · , (66)
where 1k is the identity in the k-particles sub-space. The
nˆgen operator is simply the local particle number operator
for our general construction.
To allow our results to be as general as possible, we
permit ancillary sensors. By this we mean that, through-
out, we will implicitly consider the enlarged Hilbert space
HS → HS ⊗H ⊗H ⊗ . . . , for arbitrarily many ancillary
sensors. The reason that we will largely drop the ancil-
lary sensors from the notation is because, for almost the
entire section, they will be irrelevant.
2. Generators with linearly-spaced eigenvalues
We have defined the general form of the quantum sen-
sors and the resource operator. The final object needed
to define an estimation problem is the parameter genera-
tors. We will now restrict the form that these generators
can take. In particular, we will consider any estimation
problem in which the parameter generator that encodes
φk into the k
th quantum sensor acts on this quantum
sensor as
gˆ = gˆ0 ⊕ gˆ1 ⊕ gˆ2 ⊕ · · · , (67)
where gˆn is an operator acting on the n-particles sub-
space with linearly-spaced eigenvalues, given by
λl(n) = δn+ l (68)
where l = −sn, . . . , sn, for some s such that 2s is a non-
negative integer, and δ ∈ R. We assume that we do not
have the trivial case of δ = s = 0.
Later in this section we will be interested in the sub-
space containing all those states of a sensor that con-
tain at most nmax particles, i.e., those states with sup-
port only on those Pn with n ≤ nmax. In this space of
states containing nmax or fewer particles we denote the
eigenstates of gˆ with maximal and minimal eigenvalues
by |λmax(nmax)〉 and |λmin(nmax)〉, respectively. The cor-
responding maximum and minimum eigenvalues are the
maximum and minimum of λl(n) over all l = −sn, . . . , sn
and n ≤ nmax, respectively. It may be confirmed that
these eigenvalues are given by nmaxλmax and nmaxλmin,
respectively, where
λmin = min(0, δ − s), λmax = max(0, δ + s). (69)
Hence, for all nmax ∈ N, we have that
gˆ|λmin(nmax)〉 = nmaxλmin|λmin(nmax)〉, (70)
gˆ|λmax(nmax)〉 = nmaxλmax|λmax(nmax)〉. (71)
The formalism we have introduced above covers a
range of important problems in optical and atomic sens-
ing (and possibly others), although certainly not all prob-
lems of interest in either setting. To clarify how this fairly
abstract construction applies in these settings, we now
briefly show how it includes certain MPE problems with
atomic sensing networks and multi-mode interferometry.
3. Example: Multi-mode optical sensing
Let each of the d sensors be a single-frequency optical
mode, and so H is the Hilbert space of a quantum har-
monic oscillator. As such, Pn is fairly trivial: it is the
one-dimensional Hilbert space containing the n-photons
number state, which we denote |n〉. This is consistent
with the construction of H as the direct sum of all the
Pn spaces (see Eq. (64)), because H is spanned by |n〉
for n ∈ N. Furthermore Nˆ is the sum of the standard
bosonic number operators for each of the d optical modes,
i.e., here nˆgen = nˆ where nˆ|n〉 = n|n〉.
The canonical optical estimation problem involves es-
timating differences between linear phase shifts. This
is encoded by taking gˆ = nˆ, and it is easily confirmed
that nˆ obeys the conditions required of our generic gˆ op-
erator. In particular, we have that δ = 1 and s = 0,
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as nˆ|n〉 = n|n〉, giving λmax = 1 and λmin = 0. The
eigenstate of nˆ in the space of states containing nmax
or fewer photons with maximal (resp., minimal) eigen-
value is |nmax〉 (resp., |0〉). It is then easily confirmed
that Eqs. (70 – 71) hold in this case (as nˆ|n〉 = n|n〉).
As such, using these relations, the results that we will
present later in this section can be immediately applied
to multi-mode optical sensing with linear phase shifts.
4. Example: Atomic sensing
Let each of the d sensors consist of any number of
distinguishable two-level atoms, where each sensor need
not contain the same number of atoms. Therefore, the
total Hilbert space of each sensor is constructed as H =
⊕n∈NPn where Pn is the 2n-dimensional Hilbert space
containing all possible states of n two-level atoms. E.g.,
P2 = {|↑↑〉, |↑↓〉, |↓↑〉, |↓↓〉}, (72)
where σz|↑〉 = +|↑〉 and σz|↓〉 = −|↓〉 with σz = ( 1 00 −1 ).
The resource operator, Nˆ , simply counts the total num-
ber of atoms in all of the sensors. Note that this formula-
tion of a network of atomic sensors allows for probe states
with an indefinite total particle number, and indefinite
numbers of particles in each sensor. These states can be
avoided by considering only probe states in appropriate
sub-spaces. Later, we will actually consider a sub-space
which does include states with indefinite numbers of par-
ticles at each sensor, but, in the case of atomic sensing,
the optimal states for almost all the estimation problems
we consider will have a definite number of atoms at each
site (see discussions of Section V D 4).
One common estimation problem for ensembles of
two-level atoms is measuring the strength of a one-
dimensional magnetic field. This is encoded by taking
the generator for the parameter mapped into each sensor
to be
Jˆz = Jˆz,0 ⊕ Jˆz,1 ⊕ Jˆz,2 ⊕ . . . , (73)
where Jˆz,n :=
1
2
∑n
i=1 σi,z is the n-atom collective z-spin
operator, and here σi,z is a σz operator acting on the
ith qubit in the sensor (we define Jˆz,0 = 1). This obeys
the conditions required of the generic gˆ generator, de-
fined in Eq. (67). In particular, we have that s = 1/2
and δ = 0, giving λmax = 1/2 and λmin = −1/2. The
eigenstate of Jˆz in the sub-space of states containing at
most nmax atoms in a sensor with maximal (resp., mini-
mal) eigenvalue is | ↑〉⊗nmax (resp., | ↓〉⊗nmax). As such,
the results of this section can be applied to networks of
atomic-ensemble sensors whereby local one-dimensional
magnetic fields are imprinted onto each sensor. Further-
more, it is simple to show that equivalent sensing prob-
lems with multi-level atoms are also encompassed by this
formalism (and potentially estimation problems in many
other settings, such as using NV centers to measure a
variety of physical quantities [65]).
5. Probe states with finite particle number
In order to make concrete statements about optimal
estimation strategies, in this section we will largely only
consider estimation strategies that use probe states with
support in a finite sub-space of the total Hilbert space of
the sensing network. There are a range of natural choices
for how to achieve this.
One option is to consider only probe states which con-
tain at most nmax particles in each sensor. That is, we
consider only probe states in the sub-space of all d-sensor
states spanned by d-fold tensor products of all of the
eigenvectors of nˆgen with an eigenvalue less than or equal
to nmax. In other words, each sensor may contain no
more than nmax particles, and in total there are no more
than dnmax particles. Formally, this sub-space is
Sˇ(nmax) =
⊕
kj≤nmax
(Pk1 ⊗ Pk2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Pk|S|) , (74)
where the direct sum is over all kj ≤ nmax, and Pn is the
n-particles sub-space. Optimizing the sensing network
over states in this sub-space is asking the question: “I
can have at most nmax particles in each sensor. How best
can I use them to estimate the parameters of interest?”
Alternatively, we could instead consider optimizing the
network over only those probe states containing Nmax or
fewer particles, in total, in the entire d-sensor state. By
this, we mean that the probe states we consider are in the
sub-space of states spanned by the eigenstates of Nˆ with
an eigenvalue less than or equal to Nmax [66]. Formally,
the precise sub-space is
S(Nmax) =
⊕
kj
(Pk1 ⊗ Pk2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Pk|S|) , (75)
where the direct sum is over those kj such that k1 +k2 +
· · · + k|S| ≤ Nmax. Optimizing the sensing network over
states in this sub-space is asking the question: “I have
at most Nmax particles. How best can I distribute them
over the sensing network to estimate the parameters of
interest?”
In the rest of this section, we will largely consider the
latter of these two questions. It is important to realize
that there is no guarantee that conclusions drawn for
this sub-space can be directly applied to the full Hilbert
space, or different sub-spaces, such as Sˇ(nmax). We will
make this explicitly clear later.
C. Estimating a single linear function
In this subsection we consider the problem of estimat-
ing a single scalar parameter that is a linear function of
φ. This includes many problems of practical interest. For
example, we may wish to determine the average or the
sum of multiple parameters [5], the difference between
two parameters (e.g., optical phase differences) or a lin-
ear gradient [62, 63]. We will only consider the sub-set of
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such estimation problems that are within the framework
of Section V B, and we will consider optimizing the sens-
ing network over probe states in the S(Nmax) sub-space
(see above). As such, these results should be applied with
caution outside of this sub-space.
Before we begin, it is important to note that (in gen-
eral) the problem we are now considering is very different
in nature to that of estimating φ itself: the elements of φ
are each encoded locally into a single sensor, but a linear
function of these elements is generically a very non-local
property of the sensing network. Any such function can
be estimated via local estimates of the locally encoded
parameters at each sensor. However, the optimal proto-
col for estimating φ is not necessarily the optimal pro-
tocol for estimating a given function of φ. Keeping this
in mind should make it clear that the following results
complement, and do not contradict, the conclusions of
Section IV.
The problem of estimating a single arbitrary lin-
ear function of φ may be encoded by taking any d-
dimensional θ that is a reparameterization of U(φ) with
θ1 = (Mφ)1 the parameter of interest. That is, we have
M =
(
vT
M˜
)
, (76)
where θ1 = v
Tφ, and M˜ is a (d − 1) × d matrix con-
sisting of rows of normalized vectors that are all linearly
independent to vT and each other. The figure of merit
that we wish to minimize is then EΘ = Tr(Cov(Θ)11),
which is a single element of the estimator covariance ma-
trix. This is simply the quantity Var(Θ1), and so we will
use this more explicit notation in this section (Θ is the
vector estimator of θ, and hence Θ1 denotes the scalar
estimator of θ1).
For estimation problems that are within the frame-
work we are considering in this section (see above), it
is possible to find some general bounds on the obtain-
able estimation uncertainty. A given probe state can be
used to estimate θ1, even in many cases when F(θ) is
singular. In particular, a probe state will give a finite
estimation uncertainty as long as after the vector “re-
duction” process, which we introduced in Section IV C
and which maps θ → θ˜, the resultant reduced QFIM
F(θ˜) is invertible. Here θ˜ = (θ1, . . . ) is an s dimensional
vector for some s ∈ [1, d], which includes the parameter
of interest and possibly some nuisance parameters (this
is the case if s > 1). Note that the value of s depends on
the particular probe state under consideration.
Consider an arbitrary pure probe state ψ ∈ S(Nmax)
that has an invertible QFIM F(θ˜), where θ˜ is the reduced
vector for this state. For any such ψ, it follows that
Var(Θ1) ≥ 1
µ
[F(θ˜)−1]11, (77)
≥ 1
µF(θ˜)11
, (78)
=
1
4µVar(ψ, Hˆv)
, (79)
≥ 1
4µmaxΨ∈Sv [Var(Ψ, Hˆv)]
, (80)
where Hˆv = v
T Hˆ, Sv is the sub-space of S(Nmax) con-
taining states that have an invertible reduced QFIM, and
µ is the number of repeats of the experiment. These
equations hold for the following reasons:
The inequality of Eq. (77) follows directly from the
QCRB for the reduced θ, as given explicitly in Eq. (52).
This inequality can always be saturated even when the
QCRB for the vector θ˜ cannot be saturated, because a
measurement always exists that saturates the QCRB for
the estimation of any one of the elements of a vector
parameter in isolation [67]. The inequality of Eq. (78)
follows from Eq. (19) and can be saturated only if the
first row and column of the QFIM for θ contains only
zeros except on the diagonal (and hence θ˜ is a scalar,
i.e., θ˜ = θ1).
The equality of Eq. (79) follows from Eq. (61) [68].
The final inequality of Eq. (80) is fairly trivial: the max-
imum is guaranteed to exist as by assumption we are only
considering probe states in the finite-dimensional “Nmax
particles or fewer” sub-space S(Nmax), and we only take
the maximum over those states with an invertible QFIM
for the reduced θ, as all other states fail at the estimation
of θ1. If a probe state saturates all of the inequalities in
Eqs. (77 – 80) then it is an optimal probe state for esti-
mating θ1. Note, however, that we have not shown that
there always exists a state that saturates all of these in-
equalities.
Throughout the remainder of this section we will de-
note the average total number of particles in a state by
N¯ = 〈Nˆ〉. This quantity is distinct from Nmax, which
denotes the maximum total number of particles defining
the sub-space S(Nmax) that we are considering in this
subsection. In general N¯ 6= Nmax. When the probe state
contains a definite total number of particles we will often
make this explicit by letting N¯ → N .
1. Estimating sums and averages
We turn now to specific problems of interest. First we
consider the natural problem of estimating the parameter
θsum =
1√
d
(φ1 + φ2 + · · ·+ φd), (81)
and we will see that all of the bounds in Eqs. (77 – 80)
can be saturated in this case, using a global estimation
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strategy. Up to a constant, this problem is equivalent to
estimating either the average of all d parameters, or the
sum of all d parameters. Parameter averages of this sort
have been previously considered by Komar et al. [5],
in the specific setting of a networks of clocks, and our
results include this aspect of their conclusions as a special
case (we discuss the work of Komar et al. [5] further in
Section VII).
For simplicity, let us restrict ourselves to the case in
which Nmax is divisible by d, so that Nmax = nd for
some integer n. We will now show that the state with an
optimal precision bound for estimating θsum is
|ψghz(n, d)〉 = 1√
2
(
|λmin(n)〉⊗d + |λmax(n)〉⊗d
)
, (82)
where |λmin(n)〉 and |λmax(n)〉 are the minimal and maxi-
mal eigenstates of the non-trivial action of each generator
when restricted to the “n-particles or fewer” sub-space,
as defined in Section V B. We will refer to |ψghz(n, d)〉 as
an (Nmax-particle) GHZ state, and we will largely drop
the explicit n and d dependence from the notation for
this state.
By using Eq. (21) and noting that ψghz is maximally
correlated, it may be confirmed that
F(φ) = n2(λmax − λmin)2

1 1 · · · 1
1 1 · · · 1
...
...
. . .
...
1 1 · · · 1
 . (83)
The precision with which θsum can be estimated should
not be affected by the particular functions we choose for
the remaining unwanted parameters θ2, θ3, . . . , θd, and
hence we can choose their form for our convenience (note,
we are not fixing the value of these parameters). Clearly
we have that θsum = v
T
sumφ where
vsum =
1√
d
(1, 1, . . . , 1)T . (84)
We choose to take θ2, θ3, . . . , θd to be all orthogonal to
θsum, by which we mean that θk = v
T
kφ with v
T
k vsum = 0
for all k = 2, 3, . . . , d. Therefore M (as given in Eq. (76))
is an orthogonal matrix, i.e., M−1 = MT . With this
choice for our parameterization of the unwanted param-
eters, we can use Eq. (56) to show that
F(θ) = dn2(λmax − λmin)2

1 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 0
 . (85)
Therefore, when the reduction process is applied to θ,
the result is a one-parameter problem θ˜ = θsum, and
F(θ˜) = dn2(λmax−λmin)2. Hence we arrive at the bound
Var(Θsum) ≥ 1
µdn2(λmax − λmin)2 . (86)
To write this bound in terms of Nmax we simply recall
that we have Nmax = nd, giving
Var(Θsum) ≥ d
µN2max(λmax − λmin)2
. (87)
Note that this calculation still holds without taking M
to be orthogonal (as is to be expected – taking M to be
orthogonal was not an assumption), but it is less straight-
forward.
In order to show that this state has the optimal preci-
sion bound via the relations of Eqs. (77 – 80), it only re-
mains to show that it saturates the inequality of Eq. (80).
That is, we have that
Var(ψghz, Hˆvsum) =
N2max(λmax − λmin)2
4d
, (88)
and we need to show that
Var(ψghz, Hˆvsum) = max
Ψ∈Svsum
[
Var(Ψ, Hˆvsum)
]
. (89)
The proof is straightforward, but we delay this until Sec-
tion V C 3, where we consider something slightly more
general (see Eq. (106) and the following text).
We have shown that the GHZ state is the optimal
probe state for measuring parameter averages or sums –
we did this by showing that it saturates all of the bounds
in Eqs. (77 – 80). This is perhaps not surprising. Further-
more, it may be confirmed that the GHZ state provides
the optimal precision for a fixed amount of resources (we
made no mention of resources in the argument above).
The average number of particles in the GHZ state is ei-
ther N¯ = Nmax or N¯ =
1
2Nmax. These values are ob-
tained when λmax and λmin are both non-zero, or one
of them is zero, respectively (this may be confirmed by
reference to Section V B, noting that in the former case
the state contains a definite number of particles). There-
fore, regardless of the specific details of the problem, it
is guaranteed that Var(Θsum) ∝ 1/µdn2 ∝ d/µN¯2 and
this is the Heisenberg scaling (the factor of d is an arti-
fact of normalizing the vector θsum). Using more classical
repeats of any state with fewer particles will result in a
greater estimator uncertainty. Similar resource counting
arguments apply throughout the remainder of this sec-
tion and are not explicitly mentioned again.
An estimation strategy employing the ψghz probe state
is a global estimation strategy, and as such it is often
much harder to implement physically than a local esti-
mation strategy – whether using such a GHZ probe state
(or a similar state) is at all plausible will depend on the
physical problem of interest. Hence, it is also interesting
to consider what the enhancement over the optimal local
strategy is. The optimal local estimation strategy (when
restricted to the sub-space under consideration) uses the
probe state
|ψloc(n, d)〉 = 1
2
d
2
(|λmin(n)〉+ |λmax(n)〉)⊗d . (90)
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We prove this later (see Section V C 3, and in particular
Eq. (112) and the following text). Simple algebra shows
that this state has the precision bound
Var(Θsum) ≥ d
2
µN2max(λmax − λmin)2
. (91)
By comparing this to Eq. (87), it is clear that the reduc-
tion in the estimation uncertainty, obtained by using a
global estimation strategy and as quantified by the esti-
mator variance, is a multiplicative factor of 1/d. Hence,
the possible enhancement scales with the number of sen-
sors in the network.
The derivation above is fairly general, and applies both
to atomic and optical sensing. To clarify the result we
provide the explicit form for this state in the case of
qubits and optical modes. For two-level atoms, with the
parameter encoded into each quantum sensor via the gen-
erator Jˆz (see Eq. (73) for definition), then ψghz is simply
|ψghz〉 = 1√
2
(
|↑〉⊗N + |↓〉⊗N
)
, (92)
where N = Nmax is the total number of atoms, and
there are N/d atoms per sensor. The estimation pre-
cision is Var(Θsum) ≥ d/µN2 where N is the total num-
ber of atoms in the state (as here Nmax = N). As
noted above, the discrepancy to the well-known Heisen-
berg limit Var ≥ 1/µN2, for estimating the magnitude of
a one-dimensional magnetic field, is due to the normaliza-
tion of θsum. The factor of d may be removed by letting
θsum →
√
dθsum. This atomic GHZ state, and similar
probe states, are discussed further in Section VII.
Consider the problem of measuring the sum of optical
phases applied to different optical quantum sensors. In
this case the ψghz state is
|ψghz〉 = 1√
2
(|n, n, . . . , n〉+ |0, 0, . . . , 0〉) , (93)
with the precision still given by Var(θˆ1) ≥ d/µN2max. In
contrast to the atomic case, N¯ 6= Nmax and the state
contains an indefinite number of photons. We have that
N¯ = 12Nmax, and this is the relevant value for the re-
source. This state might be termed an entangled NO
(ENO) state, as it is an entangled extension of the single-
mode “NO” state |ψno〉 ∝ |n〉 + |0〉, which has been
previously considered in the optical metrology literature
[15, 69, 70] (see also Section VI). As estimating sums
of optical phases is not (to our knowledge) a problem
of practical importance, we will not discuss this optical
GHZ-like state further.
2. General equally weighted linear functions
The analysis given above can be adapted to apply to
any θ1 = v
Tφ where each element in v has an equal
modulus, i.e., |vk| = 1/
√
d for all k = 1, . . . , d. The
required change in the probe state is simply to exchange
|λmax(n)〉 ↔ |λmin(n)〉 for the kth sensor in |ψghz〉 if vk =
−1/√d, rather than vk = 1/
√
d. Specifically, the optimal
probe state is
|ψghz(v)〉 = 1√
2
(|ψmax(v)〉+ |ψmin(v)〉) , (94)
where |ψmax(v)〉 and |ψmin(v)〉 are given by
|ψmax(v)〉 =
∣∣λm(v1)(n)〉 · · · ∣∣λm(vd)(n)〉, (95)
|ψmin(v)〉 =
∣∣λm(−v1)(n)〉 · · · ∣∣λm(−vd)(n)〉, (96)
where m(vk) = max if vk > 0 and m(vk) = min if vk <
0. This state saturates all of the bounds in Eqs. (77
– 80) for estimating θ1, for any such v. This follows
in an analogous way to our proof that ψghz is optimal
for estimating the sum of the φk. All of the discussions
of Section V C 1 carry over directly to this more general
case, and we do not repeat them here.
Therefore, we have shown that, when measuring any
single linear function that is an equally weighted combi-
nation of all of the scalar parameters encoded into each
of the d sensors, a global estimation strategy is always
optimal. Furthermore, the reduction in the estimator
variance, in comparison to the optimal local estimation
strategy, is a factor of 1/d, where d is the number of
sensors.
Before moving on, we note that a special case of
this scenario recovers a minor generalization of the well-
known result that a NOON state [71] is the optimal fixed-
photon-number probe state for measuring a phase differ-
ence between two modes. Specifically, the standard op-
tical interferometry problem is a two-parameter problem
(an unknown phase shift in each arm), the function of in-
terest is θdif = 2
− 12 (φ2 − φ1), and the maximal and min-
imal eigenstates of the difference of two photon number
operators in the sub-space of a photonic mode contain-
ing states with at most Nmax photons are |Nmax, 0〉 and
|0, Nmax〉, respectively. For this photonic case, we then
obtain
|ψghz(vdif)〉 = 1√
2
(|N, 0〉+ |0, N〉), (97)
where vdif = 2
− 12 (1,−1), and we have let Nmax → N
as this is a fixed total photon number state. This is a
standard optical NOON state. The estimation precision
is then Var(Θdif) ≥ 2/µN2. Again, the factor of 2 dis-
crepancy to the well know Heisenberg limit of 1/µN2 is
due to the normalization of θdif.
3. Estimating a single generic rational function
For more general choices of the single parameter, θ1,
defined by more general choices of v, the situation is
significantly more subtle. Here, we consider any v for
which vk/‖v‖1 is a rational number for all k, where
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‖v‖1 :=
∑
k |vk| denotes the 1-norm of v. Moreover,
we consider finding the optimal probe state in the “Nmax
particles or fewer” sub-space S(Nmax) for any Nmax such
that Nmaxvk/‖v‖1 is an integer for all k. There is al-
ways such an Nmax, due to the rationality condition on
v, although the minimum such Nmax could be arbitrar-
ily large in general. Despite this, it seems likely that for
most problems of interest Nmax would not need to be
significantly larger than d.
The reason behind considering such restricted vectors
and values for Nmax is that, under the conditions above,
if we allocate resources to the kth sensor in proportion to
|vk|, then this is an integer number of particles. Note that
this recovers the situation considered earlier for equally
weighted functions (we assumed Nmax = dn for some
integer n). For notational simplicity, we also assume that
vk ≥ 0 for all k. The following conclusions can easily be
extended to vectors with negative elements, by following
the procedure in Section V C 2.
We now consider strategies for estimating θ1 = v
Tφ
for any such v. For some vector of positive integers, w
(this is entirely different from the weighting matrix, W ,
defined earlier), define the weighted GHZ state
|ψw-ghz(w)〉 = 1√
2
(|ψw-max(w)〉+ |ψw-min(w)〉) , (98)
where |ψw-max(w)〉 and |ψw-min(w)〉 are given by
|ψw-max(w)〉 = |λmax(w1)〉 · · · |λmax(wd)〉, (99)
|ψw-min(w)〉 = |λmin(w1)〉 · · · |λmin(wd)〉. (100)
In the sub-space S(Nmax) under consideration, we con-
jecture that the optimal strategy for estimating θ1 = v
Tφ
uses the weighted GHZ state with the particular weight-
ing w = Nmaxv/‖v‖1 as the probe state. We call this
state a proportionally weighted GHZ state. The basis for
our conjecture is outlined below.
It may be confirmed via Eq. (21) that the proportion-
ally weighted GHZ state has a QFIM for φ of
F(φ) = N
2
max
‖v‖21
(λmax − λmin)2vvT . (101)
As before, and without loss of generality, we may choose
the unwanted parameters so that they are all orthogonal
to θ1, and this implies that
MT =
(
v,v2,v3, . . .
)
, (102)
where vTvk = 0 for k = 2, . . . , d. From Eq. (56) we have
that F(θ) = MF(φ)MT , and therefore from Eq. (101)
it follows that
F(θ) = N
2
max
‖v‖21
(λmax − λmin)2

1 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 0
 . (103)
Via the reduction procedure, we then arrive at the final
precision bound for estimating θ1:
Var(Θ1) ≥ ‖v‖
2
1
µN2max(λmax − λmin)2
. (104)
This bound is saturable for the same reasons as through-
out this section. Interestingly, the precision to which this
proportionally weighted GHZ can estimate θ1 = v
Tφ
depends on the 1-norm of v. In the special case of
θsum ∝ φ1 + · · · + φd, Eq. (104) reduces to Eq. (87),
because ‖vsum‖1 =
√
d, and the proportionally weighted
GHZ state is a standard GHZ state.
The proportionally weighted GHZ state is guaranteed
to be the optimal probe state for estimating θ1 = v
Tφ,
for any v that obeys the rationality constraint outlined
above, if it saturates all of the bounds in Eq. (77 – 80).
Because the QFIM of this state is diagonal, it is evident
that it saturates the bounds in Eq. (77 – 79). Hence, it
only remains to consider whether this state is the max-
imal variance state for Hˆv = v
T Hˆ in the sub-space of
pure states containing Nmax or fewer particles with an
invertible reduced QFIM, and we now turn to this.
The maximal variance of Hˆv over all states ψ ∈
S(Nmax) is obtained for the state that is an equal su-
perposition of those eigenvectors of Hˆv in S(Nmax) with
minimal and maximal eigenvalues. Let vmax = max{vk}.
By noting that the eigenvectors of Hˆv are tensor products
of the eigenvectors of gˆ (the generating operator), and
then maximising over all such eigenvectors in S(Nmax), it
is not difficult to confirm that the maximal and minimal
eigenvalues of Hˆv in this sub-space are vmaxNmaxλmax
and vmaxNmaxλmin, respectively. Hence, for any probe
state ψ ∈ S(Nmax), we have that
Var(ψ, Hˆv) ≤ v
2
maxN
2
max(λmax − λmin)2
4
. (105)
Eqs. (105) clearly implies that
max
ψ∈Sv
(
Var(ψ, Hˆv)
)
≤ v
2
maxN
2
max(λmax − λmin)2
4
, (106)
where, as defined earlier, Sv ⊂ S(Nmax) is the sub-space
of states in S(Nmax) that have a reduced QFIM for θ
that is invertible. These are the states in S(Nmax) that
are sensitive to θ1. If the proportionally weighted GHZ
state saturates this bound then we have proven that we
have found the optimal probe state.
There is one set of circumstances under which the
proportionally weighted GHZ states does saturate this
bound: when all the non-zero elements of v are equal
(or have equal modulus, if we permit v to have negative
elements). In this case, the parameter to estimate is the
average of those φk with vk 6= 0, and the proportionally
weighted GHZ state is a standard GHZ over those sen-
sors for which vk 6= 0. This is a minor generalization of
the case we covered in detail earlier in Section V C 1.
In particular, consider the extremal case of v =
(1, 1, . . . , 1)/
√
d, and so we have vmax = 1/
√
d. Putting
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this into Eq. (106) confirms Eq. (89). This completes
the proof that the GHZ state is optimal for estimating
parameter averages, which we had deferred until now.
The other extremal case is when only one of the vk is
non-zero. In this case the proportionally weighted GHZ
state is a state in which all of the particles are in a single
sensor. This is the one situation where a proportionally
weighted GHZ is a separable state. That such a state is
optimal for this estimation problem is trivial, and it is
consistent with our results in Section IV.
For all other v, the proportionally weighted GHZ
state does not saturate the bound of Eq. (106). How-
ever, there is no state in Sv that saturates this bound.
There are states in S(Nmax) such that Var(ψ, Hˆv) =
v2maxN
2
max(λmax−λmin)2/4, but crucially these states are
insensitive to θ1, and so are not in Sv. The states for
which this equality holds are those whereby all of the par-
ticles are distributed over only those sensors with a label
k such that vk = vmax. For those v that are not equally
weighted over the non-zero components, the states that
obey this equality are completely insensitive to θ1.
In light of these observations, our conjecture that the
proportionally weighted GHZ state is the optimal probe
state for estimating θ1 = v
Tφ for general rationally pro-
portioned v is reduced to showing that
max
ψ∈Sv
(Var(ψ, Hˆv)) =
N2max(λmax − λmin)2
4‖v‖21
. (107)
Unfortunately, we do not know how to either confirm or
disprove this, for general v.
Despite our inability to prove that the proportionally-
weighted GHZ state is the optimal probe state for esti-
mating θ1 = v
Tφ, we can prove that this state provides
a better estimation precision than any local estimation
strategy, for all non-trivial v (we consider v to be trivial
if only one element is non-zero). Furthermore, we can
quantify the minimal precision enhancement provided by
the optimal global strategy over any local strategy. De-
fine the weighted d-sensor separable state
|ψloc(w)〉 = 1
2
d
2
d⊗
k=1
(|λmin(wk)〉+ |λmax(wk)〉) , (108)
where w is a vector of integers that describes how the
particles are distributed over the d sensors. Note that
this is a generalization of the state defined in Eq. (90).
The most general |ψloc(w)〉 ∈ S(Nmax) that contains
the maximal possible average number of particles [72]
is given by taking w = Nmaxx/‖x‖1, where x is any
vector such that Nmaxxk/‖x‖1 is an integer for all k. The
precision with which |ψloc(Nmaxx/‖x‖1)〉 can estimate
φk is given by
Var(Φk) ≥ ‖x‖
2
1
µN2max(λmax − λmin)2x2k
. (109)
Using this and the propagation of uncertainty formula in
Eq. (58), the precision bound for estimating θ1 is then
Var(Θ1) ≥ ‖x‖
2
1
µN2max(λmax − λmin)2
∑
k
(
vk
xk
)2
, (110)
where the summation is over those k ∈ [1, . . . , d] such
that vk 6= 0, and we have assumed that xk 6= 0 if vk 6= 0,
as is essential for a finite bound. This bound is saturable
because the QCRB is saturable in this setting.
The most obvious choice for spreading the resources
between sensors is to choose x = v, as we did to obtain
the proportionally weighted GHZ state. From Eq. (110),
this proportionally weighted separable state has a preci-
sion bound of
Var(Θ1) ≥ d˜‖v‖
2
1
µN2max(λmax − λmin)2
, (111)
where d˜ is the number of non-zero elements in v. Hence,
by comparing this to Eq. (87), we see that the estimation
strategy using the proportionally weighted GHZ state im-
proves on the estimation uncertainty of this proportional
weighted local strategy by a multiplicative factor of 1/d˜.
This enhancement reduces as more of the elements of v
become zero, and disappears if all but one of the ele-
ments of v is zero, as is expected (because then the two
probe states are identical). However the most practically
relevant scenario is perhaps when vk 6= 0 for all k. In
this case, the reduction in the estimation uncertainty of
the proportional-weighted global estimation strategy, in
comparison to this local strategy, is a factor of 1/d.
However, the proportionally weighted local strategy is
not always the optimal local strategy. A bound on the op-
timal such strategy can be found by minimizing Eq. (110)
over all possible weighting vectors, x. It can be shown
that the value of x that minimizes Eq. (110) is given by
taking xk = v
2/3
k for all k = 1, . . . , d. Putting this value
for x into Eq. (110) provides a lower bound on the vari-
ance of Θ1 that can be achieved with a local estimation
strategy. Specifically, we have
Var(Θ1) ≥ 1
µN2max(λmax − λmin)2
(
d∑
k=1
v
2/3
k
)3
. (112)
This bound is only saturable if Nmaxv
′
k/‖v′‖1 ∈ N for all
k where v′k = v
2/3
k , as only in these cases is the ψloc state
with this resource weighting a valid state. This will not
generically be true [73].
Regardless of whether the bound of Eq. (112) is sat-
urable, it may be used to provide a lower bound on the
enhancement that the optimal global strategy provides
over any local strategy for any v, as we will do be-
low. However, before we turn to that, we note that if
v = (1, 1, . . . , 1)/
√
d then the optimally weighted sepa-
rable state is the equally weighted separable state: the
ideal weighting is xk ∝ v2/3k , and when the vk are all equal
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the ideal weighting is then an equal weighting. Hence, we
have proven our earlier claim, below Eq. (90), that the
equally-weighted local state is the optimal local estima-
tion strategy for estimating θsum. For this case, it is
simple to confirm that Eq. (112) reduces to Eq. (91).
Noting that
∑
k v
p
k ≥ ‖v‖1 for all p < 1 as vk ≤ 1,
and putting this into Eq. (112), for any local estimation
strategy we have that
Var(Θ1) ≥ ‖v‖
3
1
µN2max(λmax − λmin)2
. (113)
This bound is only saturable for trivial v. Despite this,
the advantage of this bound is that it is simple: it implies
that a global estimation strategy using the proportion-
ally weighted GHZ state will achieve an estimator vari-
ance that is lower than any local strategy by at least a
factor of 1/‖v‖1. This is a fairly intuitive form for the
enhancement factor.
Because v is 2-norm normalized, we have that 1 ≤
‖v‖1 ≤
√
d, with the lower bound saturated if and only
if all but one of the elements of v are zero, and the upper
bound saturated if and only if v ∝ (1, 1, . . . , 1). There-
fore, we can conclude that, for any θ = vTφ such that v
is rationally weighted, a global estimation strategy will
always provide a precision enhancement over the optimal
local estimation strategy, except for the trivial case where
only one of the elements of v is non-zero. The size of the
enhancement is greatest for equally weighted functions,
and seems to decrease as the 1-norm of v decreases. The
1-norm of a 2-norm normalized vector can be considered
a measure of how evenly weighted the components of v
are.
4. Estimating a single generic linear function
The analysis so far has not encompassed the estima-
tion of an arbitrary linear function of φ. The functions
we have not considered are those with θ1 = v
Tφ where
vk/‖v‖1 is not a rational number for at least some k.
For example, θ1 ∝ φ1 + piφ2 is such a linear function
of φ = (φ1, φ2, . . . ), as 1/(1 + pi) is not rational. For
functions of this sort, finding the optimal probe state in
S(Nmax) is an even more subtle problem than for the case
of rationally weighted v. For our analysis, we need to in-
troduce an additional entangled probe state, and hence
it is convenient to delay this until Section V D 3.
We will now relate our results on estimating single lin-
ear functions to recent work in the literature. Very re-
cently Eldredge et al. [6] considered estimating arbitrary
linear functions of d parameters, whereby each parame-
ter is encoded into a single qubit. They proposed that,
instead of minimizing the estimator variance by choos-
ing the best probe state (as has been considered here),
the unitary evolution is altered instead. Translated into
our general quantum sensing networks setting, this cor-
responds to considering the v and φ parameterization
evolution
Uadaptive(φ,v) = exp
(
−i
d∑
k=1
φkvkHˆk
)
, (114)
where φ are the unknown parameters and v is a known
vector defining the parameter of interest, that is θ1 =
vTφ.
This altered unitary evolution essentially transforms
the problem into an estimation of θ = φ′1 + · · · + φ′d,
where the unitary evolution has encoded φ′k = φkvk into
the kth quantum sensor, with the generator of φ′k given by
Hˆk. Therefore, given this alternative unitary evolution,
and via the arguments given earlier in this section, the
optimal estimation state for this transformed problem is
again the |ψghz〉 state, and indeed this is one of the main
result of Eldredge et al. [6]. In some physical settings the
evolution time is a highly controllable parameter, and
then this estimation strategy may be possible. However,
there are other settings in which an estimation strategy
of this sort is not relevant. We do not consider estima-
tion problems where the parameter-encoding unitary is
adapted any further – see Ref. [6] for further details on
the interesting scheme that they propose.
D. Estimating multiple linear functions of φ
In some MPE problems it may be necessary to esti-
mate more than a single linear function of φ. We now
consider estimation strategies for estimating the entire
vector θ for some θ = Mφ with M ∈ Rd ×Rd. Consider
the particular (but important) case when reducing the
uncertainty in the estimate of θk is equally important for
all k, that is, W ∝ 1. The figure of merit to minimize is
then EΘ ∝ Tr(Cov(Θ)). Now, if the estimation problem
is such that M is an orthogonal matrix, then, because
MT = M−1 and via Eq. (56), the QFIM for any probe
state obeys
Tr(F(θ)−1) = Tr(MF(φ)−1M−1) = Tr(F(φ)−1).
The QCRB on EΘ then gives
EΘ ∝ Tr(Cov(Θ)) ≥ Tr(F(θ)−1) = Tr(F(φ)−1). (115)
For any given probe state, Eq. (115) implies that the
scalar estimation uncertainties for estimates of θ and φ
are bounded below by the same value in both cases (the
value depends on the particular state). In other words, if
the QCRB is saturable, then estimating θ and estimat-
ing φ are entirely equivalent MPE problems, and if we
find the best strategy for estimating φ it is also the best
strategy for estimating θ.
1. General quantum sensing networks
Consider this MPE problem for an arbitrary quantum
sensing network. That is, unlike earlier parts of this
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section, we are not considering only networks that fit
into the framework we introduced in Section V B. In Sec-
tion IV we showed that, for general quantum sensing net-
works, a local estimation strategy should always be pre-
ferred for estimating φ when the parameter generators
all mutually commute (and moreover, such a strategy is
optimal for bounded generators). Therefore, Eq. (115)
implies that a local estimation strategy should also be
preferred when estimating θ = Mφ, as long as (1) M is
orthogonal, (2) estimating each of the components of θ
is equally important, i.e., W ∝ 1, and (3) the parame-
ter generators are all mutually commuting (as then the
QCRB is saturable). However, it is crucial for what fol-
lows to remember that this conclusion does not necessar-
ily hold if we consider only probe states from some sub-
space of the entire Hilbert space of the sensing network
(see Section IV A 6). Whether or not local estimation
strategies are preferable when we consider only states
from some given sub-space depends on the structure of
the sub-space in question. Section V D 2 below provides
an example of a sub-space in which a global strategy is
optimal even when M is orthogonal.
The simplicity of Eq. (115) is because we considered
only orthogonal M . However, we could be interested in
estimating θk = v
T
kφ for k = 1, . . . , d with v
T
k vl 6= 0 for
at least some k 6= l, in which case M is not orthogonal.
Hence, takingM to be orthogonal is an assumption about
the problem of interest (which it was not when the aim
was to estimate a single linear function of φ). When M
is not orthogonal it is possible that the ideal probe state
(from the full Hilbert space) is entangled between sensors,
and hence the optimal strategy can be a global estimation
strategy. We show this by example in Appendix E.
2. Fixed total particle number sub-spaces
In this section, we have largely only considered sens-
ing networks that fit into the framework of Section V B.
Moreover, we have largely only considered optimizing
these sensing networks over probe states in S(Nmax),
which denotes the sub-space of states containing Nmax
or fewer particles in total for some fixed Nmax. As we
will now show, for these networks, the optimal state for
estimating θ = Mφ for orthogonal M is entangled when
we optimize over only states in this sub-space. After we
have shown why this is, we will explain the implications
of this.
As estimating φ and θ = Mφ, for W = 1/d and any
orthogonalM , are entirely equivalent MPE problems (see
above), we need only consider the simplest case of esti-
mating φ. In this case, the QCRB for EΦ with an arbi-
trary sensor-separable state is simply
Eφ ≥ 1
4µd
d∑
i=1
1
vi
, (116)
where vi is the variance, with respect to the probe state,
for the generator of φi.
We are interested in finding the optimal precision over
all sensor-separable states in the sub-space S(Nmax). As
earlier (see Section V C 1), for simplicity assume that n =
Nmax/d is an integer. Using a similar derivation to that
in Section V C 3, it may be confirmed that the sensor-
separable state in this sub-space which minimizes EΦ is
|ψloc(n, d)〉, where this state was defined in Eq. (90).
Using Eq. (116), the (saturable) estimation uncertainty
bound for this state is easily confirmed to be [74]
EΦ ≥ d
2
µN2max(λmax − λmin)2
. (117)
The average total number of particles in |ψloc(n, d)〉 is
proportional to Nmax (specifically N¯ = Nmax or N¯ =
Nmax/2), and hence, in terms of the scaling of EΦ with
N¯ and d, we have EΦ ∝ d2/µN¯2.
We now present an entangled state with a lower es-
timation uncertainty for this MPE problem. This state
will be entangled between the d sensors and a single an-
cillary sensor. Consider the d + 1 sensor state defined
by [75]
|Ψgns(N)〉 = 1√
d
(|κN , 0, . . . , 0〉+ |0, κN , . . . , 0〉+ . . .
· · ·+ |0, 0, . . . , κN 〉
)
, (118)
where |0〉 denotes the vacuum state, that is, |0〉 is the
zero particles state, and
|κN 〉 =
{
|λmax(N)〉 if |λmax| ≥ |λmin|,
|λmin(N)〉 otherwise.
That is, |κN 〉 is the eigenvector of the parameter gener-
ator in the “N particles or fewer” sub-space of a single
sensor that has the eigenvalue with maximal modulus.
The |Ψgns(N)〉 state contains N particles in total, and
we will refer to it as a “generalized NOON state” (GNS),
which is a direct extension of the multi-mode optical GNS
state, defined by Humphreys et al. [12], to our more gen-
eral framework.
The state |Ψgns(Nmax)〉 is a definite total particle num-
ber state, and it contains Nmax particles. Hence, it is in
S(Nmax). In Appendix F, it is shown that the saturable
QCRB for Eθ with this state is
EΦ ≥ d+ 1
µN2max max{λ2max, λ2min}
. (119)
Therefore, EΦ ∝ (d + 1)/µN¯2. As such, for the same
average number of particles, this GNS has an estimation
uncertainty that is smaller than that of the optimal local
estimation strategy that uses a state from S(Nmax) (see
above) by a factor of ≈ 1/d.
In summary, we have shown that in the sub-space
S(Nmax) there is an entangled state which is better than
any separable probe state for estimating φ, and that it
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has a smaller estimation uncertainty by a factor which
scales with 1/d. Before we discuss the implication of this,
we make some further observations on the GNS, and re-
turn to the problem of estimating θ1 = v
Tφ for generic
v.
3. Estimating linear functions with GNSs
We now consider the precision with which the GNS can
estimate single linear functions of φ. As earlier, we con-
sider a function θ1 = v
Tφ for some 2-norm normalized,
but otherwise arbitrary, v. For any such θ1, we have that
the GNS has a saturable estimation uncertainty for θ1 of
Var(Θ1) ≥ d+ 1
µN2max max{λ2max, λ2min}
. (120)
This QCRB can be obtained by using the formulae de-
rived in Appendix F, which show that the QCRB for
Var(Φi) with an Nmax particle GNS is the quantity given
on the right-hand-side of Eq. (120), and then using prop-
agation of uncertainty, and the normalization of v, to
show that for any sensor-symmetric state Var(Θ1) and
Var(Φi) have the same QCRB.
Eq. (120) implies that the GNS has the same estima-
tion uncertainty for estimating any linear function of φ.
It is interesting to see how this estimation uncertainty for
the GNS compares to the entangled states we considered
earlier for linear function estimation: the GHZ state, and
weighted GHZ states. In particular, in Section V C 3 we
conjectured that the proportionally weighted GHZ state
(as defined below Eq. (100)) is optimal for estimating
any θ1 = v
Tφ for which v is proportional to a vector
of rational numbers, when we considered the optimiza-
tion over the sub-space S(Nmax) for any Nmax such that
Nmaxvk/‖v‖1 is an integer for all k.
In order to compare the precision with which the pro-
portionally weighted GHZ state and the GNS can esti-
mate such θ1, denote the QCRB for an estimator of θ1
in each case by B(θ1)ghz and B(θ1)gns, respectively (i.e.,
these are the quantities that Var(Θ1) are bounded below
by in each case). We have that
B(θ1)gns =
(d+ 1)
µN2max max{λ2max, λ2min}
, (121)
≥ (d+ 1)
µN2max(λmax − λmin)2
, (122)
=
d+ 1
‖v‖21
QCRB(θ1)ghz, (123)
> B(θ1)ghz, (124)
where Eq. (121) follows immediately from Eq. (120),
Eq. (123) follows from the QCRB for Var(Θ1) with the
proportionally weighted GHZ state given in Eq. (104),
and Eq. (124) follows because v is 2-norm normalized
and so 1 ≤ ‖v‖21 ≤ d. As in both cases the QCRB is sat-
urable, the proportionally weighted GHZ state can pro-
vide a smaller estimation uncertainty than the GNS state
for all rationally weighted v. This is consistent with our
conjecture that the proportionally weighted GHZ state is
the optimal probe state in S(Nmax) for this estimation
problem.
Unlike weighted GHZ states, the GNS can be used to
estimate θ1 = v
Tφ for arbitrary v, and the estimation
precision is independent of v. As such, the GNS provides
a global estimation strategy for estimating θ1 = v
Tφ
when v is not rationally weighted. A bound on the best
possible estimation uncertainty for this problem that can
be obtained with any separable state in S(Nmax) is given
by Eq. (112). By comparing this to the QCRB for the
GNS, it is easily confirmed that in some regimes for v the
separable state has a lower estimation uncertainty (e.g.,
when only one element of v is non-zero), and in other
regimes for v the optimal separable state must have a
higher estimation uncertainty (e.g., if all the elements of
v are equal). Due to the extreme practical difficulties
in using GNSs for parameter estimation (see below), we
do not fully characterize the set of linear functions for
which GNSs can provide a lower estimation uncertainty,
in principle, than any separable state S(Nmax).
4. Implications
When considering only probe states in S(Nmax), an
Nmax particle GNS can provide a relatively small esti-
mation uncertainty for estimating both φ and any linear
functions of φ. Moreover, for estimating a single linear
function, this estimation uncertainty is in many cases (1)
smaller than can be obtained with any separable state
in S(Nmax), and (2) only slightly larger than the un-
certainty obtained with what we have conjectured is the
optimal probe state, the proportionally weighted GHZ
state. However, the source of the generally low estima-
tion uncertainty for GNSs is very different to that of the
GHZ states. The high estimation precision of the GNS is
simply due to the particularly large generator variances
in each sensor. The covariances of the GNS do not con-
tribute to reducing the estimation uncertainty. Firstly,
the ratio of the generator covariances to the variances is
small, and secondly, the correlations are actually increas-
ing the estimation uncertainty. We will demonstrate this
explicitly, in the optical sensing setting, in the following
section (Section VI).
Moreover, there exist separable states that contain the
same average number of particles, and that have the same
generator variances in each sensor, as the Nmax parti-
cle GNS. As such, these states obtain a better estima-
tion uncertainty per resource, for estimating φ and linear
functions of φ, than the Nmax particles GNS. However,
these separable states are not in S(Nmax): they are ele-
ments of the full Hilbert space. Hence, the implications
of our observations on quantum sensing with GNSs de-
pend strongly on what is the relevant question for the
sensing problem at hand. The key question is: “what
is the physically relevant sub-space to optimize over?”.
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Picking a sub-space for mathematical convenience can
lead to misleading conclusions.
The Nmax particle GNS is a pure state in which Nmax
particles are distributed between d+ 1 sensors in such a
way that all the particles are in one sensor, and there are
no particles in all of the other sensors, but it is maximally
uncertain which sensor the particles are all in. Hence, in
many (and perhaps all) cases, the GNS is exceedingly im-
practical, e.g., with massive particles. As such, it might
be desirable to explicitly exclude states of this sort from
the analysis. In particular, we might wish to consider
only states with a definite number of particles in each
sensor.
Whenever both λmax 6= 0 and λmin 6= 0, which includes
the case of magnetic field sensing with two or more level
atoms, all types of GHZ state do have a definite number
of particles per sensor, and so the proofs and conjectures
we have given in this section about sensing with GHZ-
like states apply also in the more restricted sub-space of
states with a definite number of particles in each sensor.
Moreover, in this sub-space, it is easily confirmed that
the optimal state for estimating φ is a separable state.
This is because we can map any state in this sub-space
to a separable state in this sub-space that has the same
generator variances. This is perhaps the most relevant
analysis for most applications with massive particles: it
permits entanglement between sensors, but explicitly ex-
cludes indefinite local particle number states.
When λmax = 0 or λmin = 0, e.g., optical sensing of lin-
ear phase shifts, states with definite particle numbers in
each mode are completely insensitive to the parameters
of interest. Furthermore, in the optical setting there is
little physical motivation for considering only definite to-
tal particle number states, and moreover, it is natural to
consider states with a non-zero probability to contain ar-
bitrarily many photons (e.g., coherent states, cat states,
etc). As such, it is perhaps most relevant to assess op-
tical estimation problems in the full Hilbert space. In
this case, we have that separable states are ideal for es-
timating φ, and GNSs are not needed for high-precision
estimation of φ or linear functions of φ. However, the
results of this section on estimating linear functions of φ
cannot be immediately applied to the full optical Hilbert
space (for example, in this setting there is no optimal
strategy for estimating anything). We delay any further
discussion of the optical MPE until Section VI.
E. Discussion
In this section we have considered the problem of es-
timating linear functions of parameters, whereby each
parameter is encoded into a separate quantum sensor in
a network, using a general formalism that applies to both
atomic and optical sensing. We have explicitly considered
two different scenarios: (1) optimizing the distribution of
Nmax particles in a d-sensor network to estimate a single
generic linear function of φ; (2) optimizing the network
to a estimate a d-dimensional vector of linearly indepen-
dent functions of φ.
In the first case, we have shown that, whenever the
function of interest θ is of the form θ = vTφ with v pro-
portional to a vector of rational numbers, a probe state
that is entangled between sensors will always provide a
better estimation precision than the optimal separable
state, except in one special case: when all but one of the
components of v are zero. The intuition behind this is
the following: if all vk 6= 0 then θ is a parameter de-
scribing a global process of all the sensors (and a process
of some subset of them if some vk = 0). As such, it is
natural that a globally correlated state will be the most
sensitive to θ.
A global estimation strategy can provide a reduction in
the estimation uncertainty, over the optimal local strat-
egy, by at least a factor of 1/‖v‖1 = 1/(|v1|+|v2|+. . . |vd|)
for (2-norm) normalized v. Moreover, the enhancement
obtained via entanglement appears to be no better than
a factor of 1/d. Indeed, for the case of equally weighted
functions (i.e., |vk| = 1/
√
d) we have proven this to be
the case. Here, the optimal estimation uncertainty is ob-
tained by GHZ-like states and is exactly a factor of 1/d
smaller than the uncertainty of the optimal local estima-
tion strategy.
Our analysis provides a detailed answer to the ques-
tion of how best to distribute Nmax particles over d sen-
sors to estimate a given linear function. There are other
closely related problems that might also be of interest,
for example, we may have a fixed number of particles
at each sensor, or some other constraint on the number
of particles at each site, and it would be interesting to
understand how to find the best probe state in this situ-
ation. Alternatively, perhaps it is possible to develop an
analysis that is applicable to completely general sensing
networks, and moreover does not require the restriction
to finite sub-spaces of a (potentially) infinite full Hilbert
space. We leave this for future work.
The second type of MPE problem we considered was
the estimation of an entire d-dimensional vector θ, de-
fined by some set of d linear functions of φ. For general
sensing networks, we have shown that, for orthogonal
functions and an equal importance weighting on each of
the functions, a local estimation strategy is optimal (as
long as there are no restrictions on the probe states con-
sidered). However, this conclusion does not extend to
non-orthogonal functions. A possible reason for this is
the following: a set of θk = v
T
kφ parameters can have
vk vectors that are arbitrarily close to being parallel,
whilst still being linearly independent. As we have seen,
when we wish to estimate a single linear function (as de-
scribed by a single vector), entanglement between sensors
can provide enhancements in the estimation precision.
Hence, it is perhaps unsurprising that, as the estimation
problem becomes closer in nature to the estimation of a
single parameter, global estimation strategies are prefer-
able to local estimation strategies. It would be interesting
to see if there is some relationship between the amount
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of entanglement in the ideal probe state, and the degree
to which the vk vectors are clustered around one or more
directions in Rd.
We have covered a significant subset of those estima-
tion problems in which the aim is to estimate some linear
functions of locally encoded parameters. However, there
are a range of cases that we have not addressed. We
have already mentioned the limitation of our results in
this section to particular sub-spaces of the full Hilbert
space, and we refer back to Section V D for detailed dis-
cussions of this subtlety. One further limitation is that
we have not considered any MPE problem in which we
wish to estimate d′ linearly independent functions of φ
with 1 < d′ < d. For brevity, we relegate discussions
of MPE problems of this sort to Appendix G, where we
again consider optimizing the distribution of Nmax par-
ticles over the network.
VI. OPTICAL MULTI-PARAMETER
ESTIMATION
Throughout this paper we have considered how “quan-
tum sensing networks” can be optimized to obtain the
best possible sensing precision for a range of generic MPE
problems of practical interest. We now demonstrate how
the general results we have derived can be applied to
various problems in multi-mode optical interferometry.
Although we will rely on results that we have derived
earlier in this paper, this section has been written to be
fairly self-contained, with readers interested only in op-
tical sensing in mind.
We will consider optical estimation problems in which
the unknown parameters are linear phase shifts. More
specifically, consider d optical modes where the kth op-
tical mode undergoes the unitary evolution Uˆ(φk) =
exp(−iφknˆk). Here, nˆk denotes the bosonic number op-
erator on mode k, and we will use |n〉 to denote the n-
photons eigenstate. The total evolution of all d modes
is
Uˆ(φ) = exp(−i(φ1nˆ1 + · · ·+ φdnˆd)). (125)
This general setup is demonstrated in Figure 2.
We will consider how to choose the input state, and the
measurement of the φ-dependent output state, in order
to implement low-uncertainty estimates of some given lin-
ear functions of these unknown phase shifts. Estimation
problems of this sort have been considered in Refs. [12–
17]. We will be particularly interested in the relationship
between mode-entanglement and estimation precision.
The aim, in all the optical estimation problems we con-
sider, is to obtain a small estimation uncertainty as a
function of the average total photon number. That is,
we consider the expectation value of
Nˆ = nˆ1 + nˆ2 + · · ·+ nˆd, (126)
to be the amount of resources contained in a probe state.
As we will see, there are certain complications in esti-
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FIG. 2. Many-mode optical sensing: d unknown phases
are imprinted onto d optical modes by linear phase shifts.
In the main text we consider how to choose the input state,
and the measurement, in order to implement low-uncertainty
estimates of some given linear functions of these unknown
phase shifts, φ = (φ1, . . . , φd). Problems of this sort have
been considered by a range of authors, e.g., see Refs. [12–17].
This generic setup encompasses a model of quantum enhanced
imaging [12] and networks of two-mode interferometers [15].
mation problems of this sort that are rooted in the un-
bounded nature of the bosonic number operator and the
physical possibility for indefinite photon number states.
These have been pointed out in Ref. [15] for optical MPE
problems, and are now well-known in the standard two-
mode interferometry literature [46–48]. We delay any
further discussion of these issues until later.
It will be useful to define the d-mode entangled state
|Ψg(ψ)〉 = Ng
(|ψ, 0, . . . , 0, 0〉+ |0, ψ, . . . , 0, 0〉+ . . .
+ |0, 0, . . . , ψ, 0〉+ |0, 0, . . . , 0, ψ〉), (127)
where ψ is any single-mode normalised state and Ng is a
normalization factor:
Ng =
(
d+ d(d− 1)|〈0|ψ〉|2)− 12 . (128)
Two states of this sort have been considered in the lit-
erature, and will be important here: a (balanced) gener-
alized NOON state (GNS), which is given by |ψ〉 = |N〉
[12, 14, 15] and which is the optical version of the more
general state introduced in Section V D 2, and a gener-
alised entangled coherent state (GECS), which is given
by |ψ〉 = |α〉 [13, 15], where |α〉 is a coherent state. That
is, aˆ|α〉 = α|α〉 where aˆ is the bosonic annihilation oper-
ator. We could also consider the “generalized” entangled
state given by any other choice for ψ. For example, we
could take ψ to be a squeezed vacuum state, which ex-
tends the two-mode squeezed entangled state introduced
in Ref. [76] (see also Ref. [77]) to the many-mode domain.
A. Quantum enhanced imaging
We now consider the MPE problem of quantum en-
hanced imaging, which was introduced by Humphreys et
al. [12]. In this estimation problem there are d linear
phase shifts, and we wish to estimate the differences be-
tween each of the first d − 1 phase shifts and the final
phase shift, which acts as a phase reference. That is, the
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aim is to estimate the d′ = d−1 parameters θk = φk−φd
for k = 1, . . . , d′. Note that we have not normalized the
θk (i.e., these would be the parameters θk → θk/
√
2), in
contrast to the convention taken throughout the rest of
this paper, for consistency with Refs. [12–16]. Moreover,
note that our d′ is equivalent to d in Refs. [12–16], as
we have chosen to use d to denote the total number of
independent parameters, as throughout this paper.
In general, some of the θk may be of more importance
than others, and so we assign a weighting to the impor-
tance of reducing the variance of each Θk (Θk denotes the
estimate of θk). Hence, the aim is to find an estimation
strategy with a small scalar uncertainty, defined by
EΘ =
d′∑
i=1
WiiVar(Θi), (129)
for some given d′×d′ diagonal weighting matrix W , with
Wii ≥ 0 for all i. This is a particular estimation problem
for the general optical setup presented in Figure 2, and
this MPE problem has been considered, for the case of
W ∝ 1, in Refs. [12–16].
In order to put our results into context, and to show
precisely how they relate to previous work, we first re-
view the most relevant literature. Refs. [12–14] compare
the precision obtainable in this MPE problem with simul-
taneous estimation (SE) and individual estimation (IE)
strategies (IE is also sometimes termed independent esti-
mation [13]). SE simply refers to an estimation strategy
in which the schematic of Figure 2 is used to estimate
the d′ phase differences simultaneously with any input
state and any measurement. Exactly what IE refers to
is less clear. It appears to refer to either estimating the
θk by implementing the estimations for each k in turn,
or, to estimating (possibly in parallel) the d′ quantities
θ′k = φk−φrefk , where φrefk is the phase of a reference mode
for the kth probe mode. That is, each probe mode has a
separate phase reference. From an abstract point of view,
these two notions of IE are roughly equivalent, although
they are clearly different experimental procedures.
The key claims of Refs. [12–14] are that: (1) A SE
strategy can provide a better estimation precision for this
MPE problem than is possible with any IE strategy; (2)
The improvement in the estimation precision using a SE
strategy, over the optimal precision with an IE strategy,
scales with O(d) (in the lossless case, which is all we
consider here). For example, Humphreys et al. [12] (see
abstract) say:
“We identify quantum probe states that provide an en-
hancement compared to the best quantum scheme for the
estimation of each individual phase separately...”
Similarly, Yue et al. [13] (see abstract) say:
“Our results show that simultaneous estimation (SE)
of multiple phases is always better than individual esti-
mation (IE) of each phase even in noisy environment.”
A SE strategy that uses a mode-separable state and a
mode-separable measurement can also be considered to
be an IE strategy (as IE is essentially a subset of SE
[14]). This is because then the estimation of φk is inde-
pendent of the estimation of φl for l 6= k, and as such,
the estimations can all be implemented in sequence if so
desired. Therefore, an important question for assessing
the comparative merits of SE and IE is: Can entangle-
ment between modes enhance the estimation precision?
A closely related question, in the language used earlier
in this paper (see Section III B), is: Do global estimation
strategies attain a higher precision than local estimation
strategies? Moreover, if entanglement can enhance the
estimation precision, can it provide an O(d) enhance-
ments in the estimation precision?
The results we have derived on general quantum sens-
ing networks can be used to carefully analyze the claims
of Refs. [12–14]. Our conclusions will depend on cer-
tain subtle details of the estimation problem that so far
haven’t been specified, namely:
1. What probe states are permissible?
2. Are external reference beams available?
3. Do we know the reference phase?
If, in principle, arbitrary probe states and measurements
are available (which implicitly allows for external refer-
ence beams – see later), then we will show that: if we
already know the value of the reference phase, then a SE
strategy that uses entangled states attains a worse pre-
cision than an IE using separable states and containing
the same number of photons. If we do not know the ref-
erence phase, then our results suggest that entanglement
can – at most – provide a reduction in the estimation un-
certainty of a small constant multiplicative factor ≈ 1/4.
If only probe states from sub-spaces are permissible then
these conclusions can be dramatically altered, and this
depends entirely on what sub-space of states is consid-
ered. We will explicitly discuss certain restricted state
spaces and measurements, but, as there are any number
of ways to restrain the states and measurements, we will
leave many cases unconsidered.
1. A known reference phase
In Humphreys et al. [12], and the extensions of this
work in Refs. [13, 15], the phase of the reference mode is
taken to be known (which is not an assumption in some
cases, as we will make clear later). This is equivalent to
setting φd = 0, or taking φd to be any other constant.
As such, the aim is to estimate θk = φk for k = 1, . . . , d
′.
We will discuss the physical meaning of taking φd to be
constant below.
If we assume that all probe states and measurements
are, in principle, permissible, then this estimation prob-
lem is now a particularly simple case of MPE in our gen-
eral framework of quantum sensing networks (see Sec-
tion III). Here, each of the first d′ optical modes can be
considered to be a single sensor, each sensor has a single
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linear phase shift encoded into it, and we wish to estimate
these linear phase shifts (as φd = 0, we are effectively no
longer considering phase differences). As such, our re-
sults in Section IV A prove that for any mode-entangled
probe state, we may find a mode-separable probe state
that contains the same number of photons on average,
and that has a strictly smaller estimation uncertainty
(i.e., a smaller EΘ). This holds for any weighting matrix
W . Moreover, the results of Section IV A also prove that
the optimal measurement is a set of local measurements
of each optical mode.
Therefore, we have proven that SE does not attain a
higher precision than IE for this MPE problem when: (1)
the phase of the reference mode is known, and (2) there
are no specific constraints on the available probe states
or measurements (which hence allows for external refer-
ence beams: see later). This contrasts with the message
of Refs. [12–14], but importantly note that Humphreys
et al. [12] do not consider all possible probe states – they
only consider fixed total particle number states. We re-
turn to this point later.
2. Mode-symmetric probe states
Although the proof given above is definitive, it is fairly
abstract. Hence, in order to illustrate this more ex-
plicitly, we now compare precision bounds for certain
mode-entangled and mode-separable states. Note that
the following analysis has been presented by ourselves
and our collaborators in Ref. [15], in a similar form to
this (with slightly weaker conclusions). For simplicity,
assume W = 1/d′ (i.e., all the phases are of equal impor-
tance). Hence, EΘ = avgi[Var(Θi)]. The relevant QCRB
is now
EΘ ≥ Tr[F(θ)
−1]
µd′
, (130)
where F(θ) is the d′×d′ QFIM for θ and, as always, µ is
the number of classical repeats of the experiment. This
bound is saturable, as the phase generators commute (see
Section II D).
Up to a factor of 4, the diagonal elements of F(θ) are
the photon number variances of the probe modes, and
the off-diagonal elements are the photon number covari-
ances between probe modes (this follows from Eq. (21)).
Hence, for any pure state that is symmetric with re-
spect to the d′ probe modes, the QFIM for φ is given
by F = 4 ((v − c)1+ cI), where I is the d′ × d′ ma-
trix of all ones, c = 〈nˆknˆl〉 − 〈nˆk〉〈nˆl〉 for any k 6= l
with k, l ∈ [1, . . . , d′], and v = 〈nˆ2k〉 − 〈nˆk〉2 for any
k ∈ [1, . . . , d′].
Let J = c/v, which is a measure of the two-mode
correlations [78] between probe modes, and let
g(Ψ) =
1 + (d′ − 2)J
(1− J )(1 + (d′ − 1)J ) , (131)
which depends only on the number of modes and the two-
mode correlations in the probe mode symmetric d-mode
state Ψ. In Appendix F we show that, for any pure state
that is symmetric with respect to the d′ probe modes,
and which has an invertible QFIM for θ, the QCRB for
EΘ is given by
EΘ ≥ g(Ψ)
4µv
. (132)
Any entangled state can be mapped onto a separa-
ble pure state with identical single-mode photon number
statistics, and hence an identical v. As such, the only
way in which entanglement can aid the estimation preci-
sion is if we can have g(Ψ) < 1. The argument we have
given above (based on Section IV A) implies that SE is
not preferable to IE in general, and so it guarantees that
there is no probe mode symmetric state with g(Ψ) < 1
[79]. Hence, we do not explicitly prove this. Instead, we
now illustrate this by example.
3. Example: generalized NOON states
Consider the probe state proposed by Humphreys et
al. [12]: the d-mode generalized noon state (GNS)
|Ψgns〉 = N
(|N, 0, . . . , 0, 0〉+ |0, N, . . . , 0, 0〉+ . . .
+ |0, 0, . . . , N, 0〉+ γ|0, 0, . . . , 0, N〉),
where N = 1/
√
d′ + γ2, and γ ≥ 0 is a “balancing”
parameter. Taking γ = 1 gives the balanced GNS, which
we already introduced earlier (see Eq. (127)). Although
this is not the optimal value for γ (for minimizing EΘ),
Humphreys et al. [12] point out that the O(d′) scaling
characteristics for the estimation precision of this state,
which they observe therein, are the same for the balanced
(γ = 1) and optimal (γ = d′1/4) state. Hence, we consider
the balanced GNS case for simplicity [80].
The balanced GNS has a single-mode photon number
variance of v = d′N2/(d′ + 1)2 and a correlation param-
eter J = −1/d′. As such, for this state we have
g(Ψgns) =
2d′
d′ + 1
≥ 1. (133)
Moreover, g(Ψgns)→ 2 as d′ →∞. Hence, the quantum
correlations between modes in the GNS actually increase
the estimation uncertainty – by a multiplicative factor,
between 1 and 2, that depends on d′. The saturable
QCRB is EgnsΘ ≥ (d′ + 1)/(2µN2). For d′ > 1, we have
that EgnsΘ is strictly greater than 1/4µv. That is, E
gns
Θ >
1/4µv.
There is a separable state, containing the same aver-
age number of photons, and the same photon number
variance v, which saturates the phase precision bound of
EΘ ≥ 1/4µv. Specifically, consider the d-mode unbal-
anced NO state (UNS)
|Ψuns〉 = d− d2
(
|N〉+√d− 1|0〉
)⊗d
. (134)
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By construction, this is a d-mode mode-symmetric pure
state with a photon number variance of v = d′N2/(d′ +
1)2, and a photon number covariance of c = 0 (so J = 0),
meaning that g(Ψuno) = 1. Moreover, this state contains
exactly the same average number of photons as the bal-
anced GNS: we have 〈Nˆ〉 = N .
The saturable QCRB for the UNS is EunsΘ ≥ (d′ +
1)2/(4µd′N2), and so EgnsΘ > E
uno
Θ for d > 1. To main-
tain the same estimation uncertainty for different num-
bers of modes, we must scale N with d′. In particular,
taking N =
√
d′Nf for some constant Nf, gives the al-
most d-independent bounds
EgnsΘ ≥
k
2µN2f
, EunsΘ ≥
k2
4µN2f
, (135)
where k = (d′ + 1)/d′ ≈ 1 for d′  1. This makes the
minor precision enhancement, over a GNS, obtained us-
ing the UNS very clear. Hence, we may map the SE with
a GNS to an IE with an UNS with a better estimation
precision, and identical single-mode photon statistics.
Essentially this same explicit derivation holds for all
SE strategies that use mode-symmetric states (and the
general argument of Section IV A applies to all SE strate-
gies). For example, we can compare a generic “general-
ized entangled state” |Ψg(ψ)〉 for arbitrary ψ (this state
is defined in Eq. (127)), to an equivalent d-mode mode-
separable state using exactly the same method. The only
difference is that the algebra is more cumbersome.
4. The origin of O(d) enhancement factors
As we have already noted, one of the key claims of
Refs. [12–14] is that SE provides an O(d) precision en-
hancement over the optimal IE strategy. We have shown
that this is not the case when the reference phase is
known, and there are no explicit restrictions on the probe
states or measurements. The origin of the idea that there
is an estimation enhancement for SE, and that it scales
with d, is that SE is better than certain IE strategies by
such a factor.
Consider estimating each phase with a standard n-
photon NOON state
|Ψnoon〉 = 1√
2
(|n, 0〉+ |0, n〉). (136)
These estimations are implemented either in sequence,
in which case the NOON state is entangled between the
relevant probe mode and the single reference mode, or
in parallel, in which case each NOON state is entangled
between the relevant probe mode and one of d′ dedicated
phase reference modes. In either case, the phase preci-
sion for estimating θi is the well-known Heisenberg limit
Var(θi) ≥ 1/µn2 (this can be obtained from the precision
bound for the GNS with d′ = 1). For d′ NOON states to
contain the same number of photons as a GNS (or a d-
mode UNO state) then we must have n = N/d′, where,
for simplicity, we assume that N/d′ is an integer. As
such, we arrive at the precision bound Enoonθ ≥ d′2/µN2.
In order to compare the NOON state precision bound
to that for the GNS and the UNS, we need to consider
the estimation uncertainty for the same total number of
photons. Hence, to compare Enoonθ to the (almost) d-
independent bounds in Eq. (135), we should allow the
total number of photons in the d′ NOON states to scale
with
√
d′. Specifically, we should take N =
√
d′NF for
some fixed constant NF . Upon doing this, we obtain
EnoonΘ ≥
d′
µN2F
. (137)
It is clear that the saturable estimation uncertainty
bounds for the UNS and the GNS are smaller than the
bound obtained with d′ NOON states, by a factor of ≈ d′
(note, k ≈ 1 in Eq. (135)). By comparing the GNS to
NOON states [12, 14], or comparing generalized entan-
gled coherent states (GECS) to ECS [13], this is essen-
tially what was shown in Refs. [12–14]. Moreover, it is
the main basis for their claims that SE can provide O(d)
enhancements over the best possible IE strategy.
However, estimating the phases with many standard
NOON states is not the best IE strategy, as we have
shown. There are probe states with higher photon num-
ber variances than the NOON state, such as the GNS, the
UNS, and many other states [15, 46, 69, 76–78, 81]. These
states exhibit an enhancement over the estimation pre-
cision obtained with many standard NOON states (i.e.,
the standard “Heisenberg limit”), but this does not mean
the enhancement can be ascribed to mode-entanglement
or simultaneous estimation. The precision enhancements
are obtained if the probe state has higher photon number
variances for the same total number of photons, which
can be obtained with or without mode-entanglement, and
with IE as well as SE.
5. Restrictions on the probe states
The arguments we have given so far in this section
assume that we do not a priori discount the possibility
of certain probe states (or measurements). One possi-
ble restriction is to consider only probe states containing
a definite total number of photons. The GNS contains
a definite number of photons. However, the separable
probe states that contain on average the same number
of total photons, and that have a lower estimation un-
certainty than the GNS, are not definite photon number
states.
If we restrict the analysis to only definite photon num-
ber states it is not clear that there is any state containing
N photons with a smaller estimation uncertainty than
the GNS, and the estimation uncertainty of the GNS is
a factor of ≈ 1/d smaller than that obtained with the
optimal IE – which here uses multiple NOON states each
containing ≈ N/d photons (see above). As such, un-
der this restriction, the claim that SE is better than IE
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[12–14] is indeed true. Moreover, it is under these cir-
cumstances that Humphreys et al. [12] made this claim.
The critical question is then: is it physically relevant to
consider only fixed total particle number probe state? We
would argue that, for optical sensing, the answer to this
is no. This is because indefinite photon number states
are the norm in optics (e.g., coherent states). It is also
possible to consider optimizing over probe states from
some other, perhaps more physically well-motivated, sub-
space. For example, Gagatsos et al. [16] consider only
Gaussian probe states. Interestingly, they conclude that
SE is of limited benefit under these conditions.
Returning to the setting of fixed total particle number
states, we note that in this case taking φd = 0 is not
an assumption. This is because fixed total particle num-
ber states are completely insensitive to the total phase
φ1 + · · · + φd. Equivalently, they are completely insen-
sitive to φd and it may therefore be set to a constant.
However, more generally, taking φd = 0 is an assump-
tion (the meaning of which we explain later). Hence, in
the following section we extend our analysis to the case
where φd is unknown.
6. An unknown reference phase
Consider now the case when φd is unknown. There-
fore, the parameters to be estimated are θk = φk − φd
for k = 1, ..., d′ with both φk and φd unknown. This
is properly encoded by taking a d-dimensional vector
θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θd) where θd is some arbitrary linear
combination of the φk that is linearly independent of
all the other θk. We are then interested in minimizing
EΘ =
∑
iWiiVar(Θi) where Wdd = 0 and the other
Wii ≥ 0 are arbitrary (but sum to unity), and define
the importance of optimizing the estimate of the other
θk.
By reference to Section V A, it is clear that, whenever
F(φ) is invertible, to obtain the relevant QCRB we must
consider the d×d inverse QFIM for θ given by F−1(θ) =
MF−1(φ)MT where M is the Jacobian matrix
M =
1√
2

1 0 · · · 0 −1
0 1 · · · 0 −1
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1 −1
y1 y2 · · · yd−1 yd
 . (138)
The values for the yk in the last row of M are arbitrary,
except that the last row should be linearly independent
from all other rows (e.g., set yk = 1 for all k) [82]. We
will only consider the case where the QFIM is invertible.
When the probe state contains a fixed total number of
photons the full QFIM is not invertable. However, this
case has already been completely analyzed, as then tak-
ing φd = 0 is not an assumption (see above).
For simplicity, consider only the case of probe states
which are symmetric with respect to the exchange of any
of the first d−1 modes. As such, the QFIM for φ is given
by
F(φ) =

v c · · · c c′
c v · · · c c′
...
...
. . .
...
c c · · · v c′
c′ c′ · · · c′ v′
 , (139)
where v (v′) is the photon number variance of any of the
first d − 1 modes (the reference mode), c is the photon
number covariance between any pair of the first d − 1
modes, and c′ is the photon number covariance between
the reference mode and any of the first d− 1 modes. Let
J = c/v and J ′ = c′/√vv′, which quantify the corre-
lations between any pair of probe modes, and the corre-
lations between a probe mode and the reference mode,
respectively.
The assumption of probe mode symmetric states is
only well-motivated if all of the parameters are of equal
importance, i.e., Wii = 1/d
′ for i = 1, . . . , d′, and so we
now assume this. With an explicit calculation, it may be
shown that
EΘ ≥ 1
µα
(
β
2v
+
J ′√
vv′
+
γ
2v′
)
, (140)
where α, β and γ are functions of J , J ′, and d′, given by
α = δ(J ′, d′), β = δ(J ′, d′−1)/(1−J ), and γ = δ(0, d′),
where
δ(a, b) = 1 + J (b− 1)− a2b. (141)
If we consider only separable input states (meaning
that J = J ′ = 0), then the estimation precision is much
simpler. It is easily confirmed that in this case α = β =
γ = 1, and so
EΘ ≥ v + v
′
2µvv′
. (142)
To assess the role of entanglement in obtaining low un-
certainty estimates of θ, the most obvious first step would
be to bound the maximal possible enhancement that en-
tanglement can provide over any separable state, for a
fixed average total number of photons. However, there
are separable states which have arbitrarily small and sat-
urable QCRBs (see discussion below), and so to provide a
meaningful comparison we need to do something slightly
more subtle than this. In particular, we will compare an
arbitrary probe mode symmetric entangled state Ψ with
a separable state that has the same single mode photon
statistics in each of the probe modes as Ψ.
More specifically, consider an arbitrary probe mode
symmetric state of the d optical modes Ψ, that has an
invertible QFIM for θ, with corresponding values for v,
v′, c and c′ (as defined above), and denote the average
total number of photons in Ψ by N¯Ψ. Denoting the es-
timator uncertainty obtained with this state by EΨθ , we
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have that
EΨΘ ≥
1
µα
(
β
2v
+
J ′√
vv′
+
γ
2v′
)
≥ 1
4µv
, (143)
where the first inequality is simply the saturable QCRB
of Eq. (140), and the second inequality follows because
the estimator uncertainty can only be reduced if we know
φd, and if we know φd the best possible estimation preci-
sion for a state with probe mode variances of v is bounded
by 1/(4µv). This follows from our argument in Sec-
tion VI A 1, where we showed that a separable state is op-
timal. This is perhaps most explicitly clear in Eq. (132)
and the following discussion.
There exists a separable state Ψs′ with the same single-
mode photon number statistics, and hence the same pho-
ton number variances and average total number of par-
ticles, as Ψ. In particular, this state can be found using
the mapping of Eq. (26), or see Ref. [15]. Hence, by
reference to Eq. (142) we see that, for the same aver-
age total number of photons, this state has the QCRB
E
Ψs′
Θ ≥ (v + v′)/(2µvv′).
It is not particularly clear how to compare the QCRB
for Ψs′ to the estimation uncertainty with Ψ. Hence, we
slightly alter Ψs′ . Specifically, we replace the state in
the reference mode by the same state that is in all of
the probe modes. Denoting this total d-mode state by
Ψs, from Eq. (142) we have that E
Ψs
Θ ≥ 1/(µˇv) where
µˇ is the number of independent repeats of this protocol.
Ψs is now not guaranteed to contain the same average
total number of photons as Ψ, and so we cannot simply
set µˇ = µ and compare bounds directly. The average
total number of photons in Ψs, denoted N¯Ψs , satisfies
N¯Ψs ≤ d+1d N¯Ψ (which is saturated only when Ψ has no
photons in the reference mode, which cannot be the case
here as Ψ has an invertible QFIM). Hence to compare
bounds on the estimator uncertainty for Ψ and Ψs with
µˇN¯Ψs ≤ µN¯Ψ we may set µˇ = dd+1µ. As such we obtain
the bound
EΨsΘ ≥
d+ 1
dµv
, (144)
where the resources used for a given µ are no greater than
those used in the QCRB of Eq. (143) for Ψ, for the same
µ.
By comparing Eq. (143) and (144), we see that for any
state Ψ there exists a separable state Ψs with a QCRB
on the estimation uncertainty that, for the same total
number of resources used (µN¯), is no more than a fac-
tor of 4(d + 1)/d ≈ 4 larger than that for Ψ. As such,
entanglement can, at best, provide a reduction in the es-
timation uncertainty by a multiplicative factor of ≈ 1/4.
Moreover, note that our argument is not particularly el-
egant, and so we suspect that the constant factor reduc-
tion in the estimation uncertainty that entanglement can
provide is probably > d/4(d + 1). In particular, when
d = 2, the entanglement enhancement factor is at most
1/2 (see later). However, note that for d = 2 there ex-
ists a state (the NOON state) that demonstrates a 1/2
enhancement, in comparison to the equivalent separable
state (a NO state in each mode). Hence, it is definitely
the case that entanglement can provide a minor reduction
in the estimation uncertainty for at least some values of
d. It would interesting to see if it is possible to derive a
tighter bound than the one provided here, and to extend
the analysis to include arbitrary states, rather than only
probe mode symmetric states
In summary: when the reference phase is known, we
have proven that entanglement is detrimental to the
phase precision, unless only states for certain sub-spaces
are permissible. When the reference phase is not known,
then entanglement appears to only provide, at best, a
small constant precision enhancement (for any d). We
have proven this for mode-symmetric probe states – a
more general treatment is left to future work. Again,
note that this conclusion will also not necessarily hold if
only states from certain sub-spaces are permissible (e.g.,
fixed total photon number states).
7. External reference beams and a constant phase reference
As throughout this paper, our analysis in this sec-
tion has been based exclusively on the QCRB and the
QFIM. Hence, for the precision bounds we derived from
the QFIM to be guaranteed to be saturable (in the large µ
limit), it is essential that we should not be explicitly dis-
counting the possibility of certain measurements. Other-
wise, the measurement which saturates the bound may
not be possible, and the precision bounds could be over
optimistic (e.g., a finite estimation uncertainty might not
be possible even if the QCRB is small).
In particular, if the probe state contains an indefi-
nite number of photons, then the optimal measurement
may implicitly require an external reference beam that
is phase-locked with the input state [83]. For example,
a single-mode coherent state that has undergone a phase
shift φ is given by
∣∣αe−iφ〉. This state has a non-zero QFI,
but it is impossible to perform a measurement on this
state to determine φ without the use of another state that
is phase-locked with it – this additional state is termed
the “external reference”, or a local oscillator (LO). The
simplest measurement is to mix
∣∣αe−iφ〉 with another co-
herent state |β〉 at a beam splitter, and then count the
number of photons at the output.
As such, it is clear that the QFIM implicitly assumes
that such a phase reference is possible. With this in mind,
we see that in our analysis in this section (and in many
papers on optical quantum metrology) we are effectively
assuming that: (1) external reference beams are avail-
able, and (2) any photons in these reference beams should
not be included in the resource counting.
In many physical scenarios, assuming that an external
phase reference is available, and that any photons in this
phase reference should not count towards the resources
used in the estimation, is the most appropriate theoret-
ical analysis. For example, if the sample being imaged
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is fragile, such as in Ref. [52–57], then the most relevant
resource counting should not include any LO. Moreover,
if the LO is only a coherent state or another classical-
like state, it is not challenging or expensive to produce
(at least compared to entangled, squeezed or superpois-
sonian states that are ideally used to probe the sample).
We now turn to discussing the meaning of setting φd =
0, or instead taking φd to be an unknown parameter, and
when each analysis is appropriate. Setting φd = 0, and
implicitly allowing for external reference beams, can be
understood to encode an estimation problem in which (a)
the parameters of interest are effectively absolute phases
(see below), and (2) it is possible to entangle probe modes
with a phase reference (mode d), but that photons in
that mode should be counted as contributing towards
the total resources used (which is perhaps a sensible way
to count resources, as creating entangled states is hard).
Hence, in this analysis, if we do not wish to entangle any
probe modes with the reference mode, mode d can simply
be discarded entirely, which is why the QFIM does not
explicitly depend on any property of mode d.
In many physically motivated estimation problems
that can be termed “imaging”, e.g., phase contrast imag-
ing, the aim is to estimate some property of a sample
by estimating a collection of phases (φk) that the sample
imprints onto a light beam. An experiment may achieve
this by measuring the difference between φk and some
reference phase, φref, but essentially it is the φk that we
are interested in, not φk−φref. To successfully determine
φk we therefore must know what φref is already, e.g., by
first calibrating the experiment. If the experiment is cor-
rectly calibrated, then we may set φref = 0, and hence in
the notation of this section we set φd = 0. On the other
hand, if φd is taken to be unknown, we are encoding the
notion that we are explicitly interested in the d−1 phase
differences to this mode. Experiments of this sort cannot
determine the φk.
Finally, in some cases, either (i) any resources in ex-
ternal reference beams should be accounted for, or (ii) no
external reference beams are possible. One way to ana-
lyze an estimation problem of this sort, whilst still using
the QFIM and the QCRB, is the following: Explicitly
include any permissible references beams in the analysis
(and count photons in them towards the resource, if nec-
essary), and consider only input states of the combined
probe modes and reference modes which are insensitive to
the global phase of all of the modes. This can be achieved
by integrating over this global phase: see Ref. [83] for de-
tails. We leave an analysis of MPE problems of this sort
for future work.
B. Networked interferometers
Two-mode interferometry is important for a broad
range of sensing problems, and hence a network of two-
mode interferometers is a natural multi-mode optical
sensing problem – this was recently studied in Ref. [15].
Again, this is a special case of the scheme in Figure 2
in which d optical modes undergo linear phase shifts. In
particular, in this case the aim is to estimate d/2 param-
eters
θk = φ2k − φ2k−1, (145)
for k = 1, . . . d/2 (and even d). That is, we have cho-
sen the first and second mode to form the two arms
of the first interferometer, and so on. The scalar es-
timation uncertainty relevant for this problem is then
EΘ =
∑
iWiiVar(Θi), where Wii ≥ 0 are d/2 arbitrary
weightings defining the importance of each phase.
The analysis given in Ref. [15] considered only probe
states that are interferometer-symmetric and symmetric
with respect to the two modes of each interferometer.
That is, those states that are invariant under exchang-
ing any pair of interferometers in the network and under
exchanging the two modes within each interferometer.
Moreover, it was assumed that minimizing the uncer-
tainty in the estimates of each of the phase differences
is equally important (Wii = 2/d for all i). Under these
conditions, in Ref. [15] it was shown that entanglement
between interferometers cannot enhance the estimation
precision of each of the phase differences.
The results we have derived herein for general quan-
tum sensing networks can be immediately applied to
this problem in its full generality. Our results (see Sec-
tion IV A) imply that, without any restriction on the
probe states or the relative importance of the parame-
ters, entanglement between interferometers can never im-
prove the estimation precision. That is, any probe state
which is entangled between interferometers can always
be mapped onto an equivalent separable state, which has
identical single-interferometer photon statistics, and that
has an equal or better estimation precision (smaller EΘ).
Moreover, we proved that the optimal measurement is
an independent measurement on each of the interferom-
eters. The explicit method for doing this was provided
in Section IV A, and demonstrated for optical states in
Section VI A 3. Hence, again IE attains a higher preci-
sion than SE. Note however that the same caveats apply
as throughout this paper: if only probe states from some
sub-space are allowed, this conclusion may not hold, and
this will depend on the structure of the sub-space under
consideration.
As in the “quantum enhanced imaging” problem, the
key to high-precision estimation is a probe state with a
high photon number variance in each mode (see below).
Again, this can be achieved with SE using “generalized”
entangled states, such as the GNS or the GECS. As be-
fore, d-mode-entangled states can provide significant pre-
cision gains in comparison to, say, parallel NOON state
interferometry. However, the source of the precision en-
hancements is in utilizing a probe state with a photon
number variance which is greater than that of the NOON
state, rather than the entanglement. The same precision
can be obtained with IE using mode separable states that
have photon number variances greater than that of the
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NOON state [15, 46, 69, 76–78, 81], such as the UNS (see
Eq. (134)).
1. Entanglement within an interferometer is useful
It is important to realize that our results do not show
that all entanglement is detrimental to the estimation
precision: entanglement within an interferometer may
enhance the estimation precision. It is the case that en-
tanglement between the arms of each interferometer pro-
vides estimation precision enhancements. In particular,
for any symmetric state of a single two-mode interferom-
eter, the saturable [15] QCRB for the estimator variance
of θk is given by
Var(Θk) ≥ 1
2v(1− J ) , (146)
where v is the photon number variance in either arm, and
J = c/v ∈ [−1, 1] quantifies the correlations between the
arms [15, 76, 78].
Hence, a symmetric state with a variance of v can be
mapped to an entangled state with a better estimation
precision, but exactly the same single-mode characteris-
tics, simply by anti-correlating the two single-mode pho-
ton number probability distributions for the two-mode
state, i.e., by adding some non-zero anti-correlation into
the probability distribution. For example, a NO state
|ψno〉 ∝ |N〉 + |0〉 [69] in each mode (which is obviously
separable) can be mapped to a NOON state, and an op-
tical cat state [76, 84, 85] in each mode can be mapped
to a state that is similar to an entangled coherent state
(ECS) [86–88]. However, the reduction in the estimation
uncertainty that can obtained via entanglement is – at
most – only a factor of 1/2 [76, 78].
Interestingly, this conclusion is consistent with our
broad message in Section V C 2 (although the results
there only strictly apply in a particular sub-space). This
is because there we showed that, in a particular sub-
space, the estimation of balanced linear functions of d
parameters encoded into d sensors can be enhanced by a
factor of 1/d using an entangled probe, and here d = 2.
Note that, as pointed out in Ref. [83], when the phase im-
printed into each arm of the interferometer is unknown,
it essential to model a standard interferometer as a two-
parameter estimation problem where we wish to only es-
timate a single function of these parameters, in order to
always obtain the correct QCRB-derived estimation pre-
cision.
Finally, note that if we wished to estimate both the
difference and the sum of the phases in each interferome-
ter, then entanglement within each interferometer would
not provide any enhancement in the estimation precision.
This is implied by the discussion of Section V E, and in
this case we always attain a higher precision when using a
completely mode-separable input state, and an indepen-
dent measurement of each mode is sufficient to saturate
the QCRB.
C. Discussion
In this section we have analyzed two optical MPE prob-
lems: quantum enhanced imaging [12–17] and networked
interferometers [15]. In all cases, the critical resource for
quantum-enhanced parameter estimation is the photon
number variance in each mode: ideally, this should be as
large as possible. If only restricted probe states are per-
missible for some reason, e.g., the analysis assumes fixed
total photon number states, then the ideal probe state
might be highly entangled. But, it is not entanglement
– or “simultaneous estimation” – that is the critical re-
source. It is simply that, in some special circumstances,
the only way to obtain states with high photon number
variances is via entanglement.
However, optimizing over fixed total photon number
states seems poorly motivated from a physical perspec-
tive, given that indefinite photon number states are the
norm in optics. Moreover, if we consider either MPE
problem in the full Hilbert space, then the priority, in
order to obtain low uncertainty estimations, is maximiz-
ing the photon number variances in each mode. Inter-
estingly, there are practical methods for creating single-
mode states with photon number variances that are
higher than that of NOON states [76, 78, 81], in par-
ticular see Ref. [81].
The analysis we have presented is based entirely on
the QFIM and the QCRB, and there are some important
shortcomings to using only these metrics to judge the
performance of a state for parameter estimation. In par-
ticular, because of the unbounded nature of the photonic
number operator, it is possible to find probe states with
arbitrarily large photon number variances, and hence ar-
bitrarily small, but saturable, QCRBs, for a fixed total
average number of photons [46–48, 89]. However, it is
known that it is not possible to obtain an arbitrarily high
precision-per-resource in practice [47, 48], as the number
of experimental repeats needed to come close to saturat-
ing the QCRB, and the experimenters prior knowledge,
need to be taken into account. To rigorously analyze the
merits of different states, beyond the framework of the
QCRB and the QFIM, it is necessary to perform a sta-
tistical analysis of the estimation protocol, e.g., based on
Bayesian inference. Using such an analysis, it would be
interesting to compare the estimation uncertainties ob-
tained with GNSs, or similar highly entangled states, to
those of mode-separable states. We conjecture that there
are mode-separable states which perform at least as well
as GNSs for both problems considered herein, under such
an analysis.
Finally, there are a range of other optical MPE esti-
mation problems that we have not covered here which
might be of practical interest. In the case of d linear
phase shifts, we might be interested in average phase dif-
ferences, or the gradient of phase differences. Our re-
sults on estimating linear functions of many parameters
(see Section V) can be applied to situations such as this,
but further work is required to be able to rigorously use
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them when considering probe states from the full Hilbert
space of the optical network. Beyond linear phase shifts,
there are a range of other optical estimation problems
that have been investigated in the literature, including
estimating non-linear phase shifts [13, 70, 90] and coher-
ent displacements [36, 91]. Moreover, there a range of
metrology problems of interest in more general bosonic
systems [92, 93]. It is likely that many of our results can
be applied to networked sensing in these settings.
VII. NETWORKED ATOMIC SENSING
We will now demonstrate how the results derived
throughout this paper apply to the problem of opti-
mizing a sensing network of 2-level atoms (i.e., qubits).
Although we will rely on results that we have derived
earlier in this paper, this section has been written to
be fairly self-contained, with readers interested only in
atomic sensing in mind. Hence, we will begin by defining
some notation. Let
σx =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σy =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, (147)
and let |↑〉 and |↓〉 be the +1 and −1 eigenstates of σz, re-
spectively. Furthermore, using standard notation, define
the n-atom ensemble spin operators by
Jˆq :=
1
2
n∑
i=1
σq,i, (148)
for q = x, y, z, where σq,i is the σq operator acting on
qubit i.
We will consider sensing problems of the following sort:
we have N qubits, which are partitioned into K “sen-
sors”, with the kth sensor containing nk qubits (and
hence
∑
k nk = N). Each sensor has some parameters
unitarily encoded into it, and we wish to estimate these
parameters, or some functions of these parameters. We
will consider estimation problems with a unitary evolu-
tion of
Uˆk(φk) = exp(−i(φx,kJˆx + φy,kJˆy + φz,kJˆz)), (149)
at sensor k, where these collective spin operators act on
the ensemble of qubits in this sensor. Often we will con-
sider the special case where φx,k = φy,k = 0.
A sensor evolving in this way can be used as a model
for a range of applications: NV centres measuring mag-
netic fields, electric fields, temperature, etc [65, 94]; Ram-
sey interferometry [95]; frequency standards [5] (and see
later); and many more [40, 96]. A network of such sen-
sors encompasses the notion of mapping out the spatial
profile of a electric or magnetic field at discrete sites, and
many related problems.
Herein, we will consider the total number of atoms
used in the estimation to be the “resource”, so that we
wish to optimize the estimation precision for a given N .
The evolution time t can also be considered to be a re-
source in atomic sensing, but by fixing each qubit to
evolve for an identical time we may consider the num-
ber of qubits as the resource of interest. For example, if
measuring a one-dimensional magnetic field using a sin-
gle qubit, the field is imprinted via the unitary operator
Uˆ = exp(−iωtσz/2). If we fix the evolution time t, then
we can set φ = ωt. This then reduces to the standard
phase estimation problem, as measuring φ is equivalent
to measuring ω, and the only resource to be accounted
for is the number of atoms used [40].
We will be interested in finding the optimal probe
states for a range of estimation problems of this sort.
However, we will not consider arbitrary probe states.
Specifically, we will assume that we have N atoms, and
that we wish to find the optimal way to distribute them
over the sensors to maximize the estimation precision,
but under the restriction that there is a definite num-
ber of atoms in each sensor. This is a physically well-
motivated assumption.
A. Estimating local parameters
In order to fully define the estimation problem of in-
terest, we need to specify what we want to estimate. To
begin, we consider estimation problems in which the aim
is to estimate all of the unknown parameters that are
encoded into the sensors (i.e., we are not only trying to
estimate, say, the average of all of the parameters). It
is important to realize that the optimal protocol for this
estimation problem (for fixed N) is not generically the
optimal method for estimating some function of the un-
known parameters, e.g., the average field strength.
Consider the problem of mapping out a one-
dimensional magnetic field, or any equivalent estimation
problem. Specifically, we consider the unitary evolution
Uˆk(φ) = exp(−iφkJˆz) at sensor k. The results that we
have derived herein for general quantum sensing networks
(see Section IV A) show that the optimal probe state for
this problem is a local N/K qubit GHZ state at each
sensor (assuming N/K is an integer), where an n qubit
GHZ state is defined by
|ψghz(n)〉 = 1√
2
(
|↓〉⊗n + |↑〉⊗n
)
. (150)
Entanglement between sensors does not enhance the es-
timation precision.
In the above, we have implicitly assumed that measur-
ing the field strength at any given sensor is as important
as measuring it at any other sensors, i.e., we have an
equal incentive to minimize the estimator variance for all
of the φk. However, our results of Section IV A show
that this assumption may be relaxed, and the only con-
sequence of this is that we should no longer necessarily
allocate the same number of atoms to each sensor. How-
ever, in all cases, the atoms at each site should ideally be
in a local GHZ state.
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Consider now the more general problem of mapping
out a three-dimensional magnetic field. Specifically, we
consider the general unitary evolution given in Eq. (149)
at each sensor. In this more general setting, because the
parameter generators do not all mutually commute, it
is possible that entanglement between the sensors might
reduce the estimation uncertainty in some cases [20, 32].
However, our results in Section IV B show that, if some of
the atoms in each sensor can be designated as “ancillas”,
meaning that they do not undergo the unknown evolu-
tion, then entanglement between sensors can, at most,
provide a multiplicative factor of 1/2 reduction in the
estimation uncertainty (as quantified by the sum of the
variances of the estimators of all 3K unknown param-
eters). Moreover, note that atoms need not be used as
these ancillas – they need only be some quantum systems
that can be phase-locked and entangled with the sensors.
For estimating a multi-dimensional field, it is again
the case that entanglement within a sensor is a useful
resource for obtaining a quantum-enhanced estimation
precision. However, too much entanglement can be detri-
mental to the estimation precision [11]. The reader is
referred to the work of Baumgratz and Datta [11] for
further information on how to optimize a single sensor
for multi-dimensional field estimation.
B. Estimating global parameters
We now consider atomic sensing estimation problems
in which the aim is to estimate some global property of
a sensing network. Perhaps the most obvious quantity of
interest is the average field strength. In the case of a one-
dimensional magnetic field, our results for general quan-
tum sensing networks (see Section V) prove that the op-
timal probe state is a global GHZ state of the K sensors.
Specifically, this is the state |ψghz(N)〉 ∝ |↓〉⊗N + |↑〉⊗N ,
where N/K of these qubits are in each of the sensors.
This is consistent with Ref. [5], which considers essen-
tially the same problem in the context of a “network of
clocks”. Komar et al. [5] propose a network consisting
of N/K geographically remote clocks, each containing K
atoms. They then show that a global GHZ state is the op-
timal state for estimating the “centre of mass frequency”
of all of the atoms, and this is mathematically equivalent
to our result.
The observation that a global GHZ state is optimal for
estimating the average strength of a one-dimensional field
can also provide an interesting insight into a basic result
in quantum-enhanced metrology. Consider the case in
which each sensor is a single qubit (i.e., K = N), and so
the total unitary evolution is
Uˆ(φ) = exp
(
− i
2
(φ1σz,1 + · · ·+ φNσz,N )
)
. (151)
The N -qubit GHZ state is sensitive only to the aver-
age of the φk, and hence when acting on a GHZ state
we have that Uˆ(φ) is indistinguishable from the unitary
Uˆ(φ¯) = exp(−iφ¯Jˆz) where φ¯ is the average of the φk.
As such, rather than considering GHZ states to be useful
for estimating the strength of a uniform field on many
atoms, it is more natural to consider them to be useful
for estimating the average field strength of a potentially
non-uniform one-dimensional field on many atoms.
Returning to the setting of K sensors and N atoms
to be distributed over these sensors, more generally we
might be interested in estimating some linear function
of the φk which is not simply the average. In this case,
entanglement between sensors is generically still useful
for enhancing the estimation precision. The details of
precisely what probe state is optimal are more compli-
cated in this case: in many cases, we have conjectured
that GHZ states with different numbers of particles in
each sensor are the optimal probe states. Moreover, in
a large number of cases entanglement between sensors
is provably useful for minimizing the estimation uncer-
tainty. We refer the reader back to Section V for full
details on this (see also Ref. [6] for similar work).
Finally, we note two problems of potential practical in-
terest that our results do not address: (1) optimal strate-
gies for estimating functions of multi-dimensional fields,
and (2) optimizing the sensing network over states with a
pre-determined fixed number of atoms in each sensor. We
suggest that addressing either of these problems would be
interesting future work.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a general model for
a network of quantum sensors, where each sensor is some
arbitrary quantum system into which unknown parame-
ters are encoded via a local unitary evolution. Using this
model we have derived a number of results that shed light
on the question: can entanglement between the sensors
enhance the precision with which the unknown param-
eters can be estimated? We first studied this question
for a generic estimation problem within our framework
where each sensor in the network is used to measure a
single parameter. For any such problem, we showed that
correlations between sensors reduce the estimation pre-
cision, and a state that is separable between sensors is
preferred. Furthermore, we showed that both pure states
and separable measurements are optimal for this estima-
tion problem.
These conclusions are intuitive: when the aim is to
measure locally encoded parameters, there is no obvious
reason why global states or measurements, exhibiting en-
tanglement between the sensors, should be expected to
improve the estimation precision. With this in mind, our
results clarify claims in the literature on the fundamen-
tal advantages of “simultaneous estimation” in optical
multi-parameter estimation problems [12–14] .
Next, we considered the more general estimation prob-
lem whereby each sensor may be used to measure more
than one parameter, i.e., each sensor is measuring a vec-
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tor of parameters. In this case, whether correlations can
enhance the estimation precision depends on the prop-
erties of the parameter generators. In particular, if all
generators commute, then entanglement between sensors
is still detrimental to the estimation precision. In con-
trast, if the generators do not all commute (e.g., when
measuring a vector field at each sensor) then entangle-
ment between sensors may in some cases give a small
constant reduction in the estimation uncertainty.
However, any advantage obtained from entangling the
sensors entirely disappears if each sensor has an ancillary
system (i.e., some particles which do not undergo the un-
known evolution) to aid the measurement, and when no
property of these ancillas (e.g., the number of particles
used) counts towards the total “resources” used in the es-
timation. This analysis is likely to be the most relevant in
any practical setting in which the reason for limiting some
“resource” used in the estimation is to avoid damaging a
sample whose properties are being probed [52–57].
Estimating one or more global functions of the un-
known parameters (e.g., the average) is generally a fun-
damentally different problem to estimating the local en-
coded parameters themselves. Using a framework that
is not completely general, but is suitable for analyzing
a range of networked atomic and optical sensing estima-
tion problems, we analyzed a generic estimation problem
in which one parameter is encoded into each sensor, and
where the aim is to measure some linear function of all
the parameters. In this case, we showed that for almost
all linear functions entanglement can give precision ad-
vantages. The degree to which entanglement can reduce
the estimation uncertainty depends on the details of the
linear function of interest, and can scale with the number
of parameters.
The main message of this paper is that “simultane-
ous estimation” and entanglement are not always use-
ful in quantum-enhanced multi-parameter estimation. In
some cases entanglement can be an important resource
for minimizing estimation uncertainty, but in many cases
entanglement can actually be detrimental to the estima-
tion precision. The utility of entanglement in quantum
metrology depends strongly on whether the parameters
of interest are local or global properties of a set of sys-
tems. Our general model of networked quantum sen-
sors, used to derived these results, can provide a rigorous
framework to further illuminate the role of quantum cor-
relations in both theoretical multi-parameter estimation
research, and in technologies utilizing networked quan-
tum sensing and metrology.
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Appendix A
In this appendix it is shown that for any finite-
dimensional d × d real, symmetric and positive definite
matrix, A, then
[A−1]kk ≥ 1
Akk
, (A1)
for all k. Furthermore, the equality holds if and only if
the kth column and kth row only have a non-zero entry
on the diagonal. Hence, the equality holds for all k if and
only if A is diagonal. As the QFIM, F , is real, symmetric
and positive semi-definite, this equation applies to the
QFIM whenever it is invertible (and therefore positive
definite). This is what is stated in Eq. (19) of the main
text. An almost identical result for the classical FIM
has been shown by [41] and more recently by Ciampini
et al. [17], with the derivation given below very similar
to the latter proof for the FIM.
Proof: In the following we will need the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality, which states that
(
n∑
i=1
uivi
)2
≤
n∑
i=1
u2i
n∑
i=1
v2i , (A2)
for real ui and vi, i = 1, . . . , n. The equality holds only
when ui = cvi for all i and some constant c ∈ R [98].
Any real and symmetric matrix A is diagonalizable, and
therefore we may write the nth power of A, for all n ≥
0, as An = V DnV T , where V is an orthogonal matrix
(i.e., V V T = V TV = 1) and Dn is a diagonal matrix
whose elements are Dnkk = λ
n
k for real λk, which are the
eigenvalues of A. Furthermore, because A is assumed to
be positive definite, then λk > 0 for all k. It then follows
that
1 =
√
A
√
A−1. (A3)
Therefore, [
√
A
√
A−1]nkk = 1 for any k = 1, . . . d and
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integer n. Therefore,
1 = [
√
A
√
A−1]2kk (A4)
=
( d∑
j=1
[
√
A]kj [
√
A−1]jk
)2
, (A5)
≤
d∑
j=1
[
√
A]2kj
d∑
j=1
[
√
A−1]2jk, (A6)
=
d∑
j=1
[
√
A]kj [
√
A]jk
d∑
j=1
[
√
A−1]kj [
√
A−1]jk, (A7)
= Akk[A
−1]kk, (A8)
where the inequality of Eqs. (A5 – A6) is implied by the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the equality of Eqs. (A6
– A7) is because A is symmetric and hence [
√
A±1]kj =
[
√
A±1]jk.
Eq. (A8) implies that [A−1]kk ≥ 1/Akk, as stated
in Eq. (A1). For a given k, the equality holds only
when [
√
A]kj = ck[
√
A−1]jk for all j and some con-
stant ck (which may be different for each k). This is
true when the kth row and column of A have zero en-
tries everywhere except on the diagonal, Akk, as then
[
√
A]kj = Akk[
√
A−1]jk for all j (all the values are zero
except the case of j = k). Moreover, it cannot hold in
any other case - this can be inferred from the results in
Appendix C (see the discussion below Eq. (C9)). This
completes the proof.
Appendix B
In this appendix we explain how the derivation of Sec-
tion IV A 1 to Section IV A 3 can be adapted to show
that a global estimation strategy is still detrimental to
the estimation precision even when ancillary sensors are
allowed. We are considering the enlarged Hilbert space
HS → HS ⊗HA, with HA the Hilbert space of some an-
cillary sensor(s), and a unitary evolution imprinting the
parameters given by
U(φ) = exp(−iφT Hˆ)⊗ 1|A|, (B1)
with Hˆ = (Hˆ1, . . . , Hˆd) still obeying Eq. (17). The re-
source operator is extended to the larger Hilbert space,
by assumption, via
Rˆ→ Rˆ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ RˆA, (B2)
where RˆA is a positive operator (meaning that it has non-
negative eigenvalues, e.g., a number operator).
For any state of this enlarged system, the mapping to
a separable state of the probe sensors given by Eq. (26)
still produces a separable state of the probes with a lower
bound on the estimator uncertainty (with this bound still
saturable), noting that this separable state is only of the
original probe’s Hilbert space and does not prescribe any
state of the ancillas. As the resource operator on the
ancillary probes is a positive operator, the original state
including the ancillary sensors must contain an equal or
greater amount of resources. Hence, the separable state
without ancillas has the same amount of resources and
a lower precision bound. The remainder of the deriva-
tion, i.e., showing that the optimal measurement is local,
follows as before.
Appendix C
Consider a d×d matrix M . Following the terminology
of the main text, for such a d×d matrix, M , and a given
‘partitioning’ of d into d = d1 + · · ·+ dm then we denote
by M[jk] the sub-matrix of M obtained by removing the
elements that are not both in rows 1 + d<j to dj + d<j
and columns 1 + d<k to dk + d<k, where d<l =
∑
q<l dq.
Hence,
M =

M[11] M[12] · · · M[1m]
M[21] M[22] · · · M[2n]
...
...
. . .
...
M[m1] M[m2] · · · M[mm]
 . (C1)
Note that the parenthesis in the subscripts are used to
denote that these are sub-matrices of M and not just the
matrix elements of M (Mkk = M[kk] for all k only if the
partitioning is such that dj = 1 for all j = 1, . . .m with
m = d).
Using the analogous notation, we may write a d-
dimensional vector, v, in terms of the given partitioning
as an m-dimensional vector of vectors with the natural
notation that v[j] denotes the column vector consisting
of the 1 + d<j to dj + d<j elements of v. Hence
v =

v[1]
v[2]
...
v[m]
 . (C2)
Consider any finite-dimensional d × d real, symmetric
and positive definite matrix, A, along with a partitioning
of d = d1 + · · ·+dm. In this appendix it is shown that for
any such A and any partitioning we have the inequality
[A−1][kk] ≥
[
A[kk]
]−1
, (C3)
for all k = 1, , . . . ,m. To be clear, the matrix on the
left hand side of this inequality is a sub-matrix of A−1
and the matrix on the right hand side is the inverse of a
sub-matrix of A, and hence this inequality is non-trivial.
Furthermore, we will show that the equality is obtained
if and only if A[jk] = A[kj] = 0 for all j 6= k (where 0 de-
notes the matrix of all zeros). This is a generalization of
the scalar relation [A−1]kk ≥ A−1kk proven in Appendix A.
Proof: For a given d × d matrix A > 0 and a parti-
tioning d = d1 + · · · + dm, consider the d × d matrix Pk
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defined by the action on an arbitrary vector:
Pk

v[1]
...
v[m−2]
v[m−1]
v[m]
 =

v[1]
...
v[m−1]
v[m]
v[k]
 . (C4)
Pk is a permutation matrix and hence PkP
T
k = 1. Con-
sider the matrix A˜(k) = PkAP
T
k . This A˜(k) matrix is
symmetric as A is symmetric. For any s × s matrix, C,
and t× s matrix, B, then
C > 0 =⇒ BCBT ≥ 0, (C5)
and if B is a (square) invertible matrix then BCBT > 0
[99]. Hence A˜(k) > 0 because A > 0 and Pk is invertible.
It may be confirmed that
A˜(k) =
(
A[ 6=k] ATk
Ak A[kk]
)
, (C6)
where A[6=k] is a positive definite matrix consisting of
those A[mn] matrices with m 6= k and n 6= k (its ex-
act form is irrelevant) and Ak = (A[k1], A[k2], . . . , A[km])
where the second label in the subscripts here takes each
value sequentially except that it misses out k.
Consider any matrix M that is symmetric, positive
definite and has the form
M =
(
a bT
b c
)
, (C7)
where a and c are square matrices of any sizes and b is of
the appropriate dimensions to make this a valid matrix.
M > 0 implies that a > 0 and c > 0. The inverse of M
exists and is given explicitly by
M−1 =
(
a−1 + a−1bT g−1ba−1 −a−1bT g−1
−g−1ba−1 g−1
)
, (C8)
where g = c−ba−1bT . It follows that ba−1bT ≥ 0 because
a−1 > 0 (see Eq. (C5)) and therefore c ≥ g, which implies
that c−1 ≤ g−1.
When b = 0 (i.e., M is block diagonal) then c = g
which implies that c−1 = g−1. Now,[
ba−1bT
]
kk
= b(k)Ta−1b(k), (C9)
where bT = (b(1), b(2), . . . ), i.e., we have written bT as
a row vector of column vectors. As a−1 > 0, and via
Eq. (C9) and the definition of a positive definite matrix,
then if b(k) 6= 0 it follows that [ba−1bT ]kk > 0. This
implies that ba−1bT = 0 only if b = bT = 0. Hence,
because obviously c 6= g if and only if ba−1bT 6= 0 then
c 6= g if and only if b 6= 0. Therefore, we have shown that
the inverse of the bottom right diagonal matrix in M ,
c−1, is less than or equal to the bottom right diagonal
matrix in M−1 with the equality obtained only when M
is block-diagonal.
Now, by noting that A˜(k) has been written in the form
of the matrix in Eq. (C7), and satisfies the conditions
demanded of it (A˜(k) > 0), we may then infer that
[A˜(k)−1]br ≥
[
A[kk]
]−1
, (C10)
where [A˜(k)−1]br is the dk × dk sub-matrix of A˜(k)−1
in the bottom right corner of A˜(k)−1. Furthermore, the
equality only holds when Ak = 0, implying that A[kj] = 0
for all j 6= k, and as A is symmetric this implies that
A[jk] = 0 for all j 6= k. Now A˜(k)−1 = PkA−1PTk , which
implies that [A˜(k)−1]br = [A−1][kk]. Hence, by putting
this into Eq. (C10) this leads us to the final conclusion
that
[A−1][kk] ≥
[
A[kk]
]−1
, (C11)
with the equality obtained if and only if A[jk] = A[kj] = 0
for all j 6= k. This completes the proof.
Appendix D
Consider a density operator, ρ, on some Hilbert space,
H, with dimension q. Now consider any purification of ρ
into H⊗H, denoted |Ψ1〉, and another purification of ρ
into a Hilbert space |Ψ2〉 ∈ H⊗H′, where H′ is of dimen-
sion q′ ≥ q. Consider the states obtained by enacting the
local unitary u on the ‘original’ Hilbert space, i.e., the
states
|Ψ1(u)〉 = (u⊗ 1q)|Ψ1〉, (D1)
|Ψ2(u)〉 = (u⊗ 1q′)|Ψ2〉. (D2)
Here we prove the fairly obvious result that, via only u-
independent unitary transformations and partial traces,
we may map |Ψ1(u)〉 ⊗
∣∣fid′〉 → |Ψ2(u)〉, where ∣∣fid′〉 is
some fiducial state in H′. We will then explain why this
implies the claim made in Section IV B 3.
It is always possible to express |Ψ1(u)〉 as
|Ψ1(u)〉 =
q∑
k=1
αk|γuk 〉 ⊗ |ϕk〉, (D3)
where the |γuk 〉 and |ϕk〉 states form orthonormal bases
for H, and only the |γuk 〉 depend on u. Because |Ψ2(u)〉
is also a purification of ρ it must be possible to express
it in the similar form
|Ψ2(u)〉 =
q∑
k=1
αk|γuk 〉 ⊗ |ϑk〉, (D4)
where the |ϑk〉 are q states from an orthonormal basis of
H′ (that is, |ϑk〉 for k = 1, . . . , q′ is an orthonormal basis
for H′).
Now consider any unitaries, U ′k, such that U
′
k
∣∣fid′〉 =
|ϑk〉 for k = 1, . . . , q. Note that this doesn’t fully define
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any of the unitaries. Using any such unitaries, we may
construct the (controlled) unitary
ΛA = 1⊗
q∑
k=1
|ϕk〉〈ϕk| ⊗ U ′k, (D5)
which acts on HT = H ⊗ H ⊗ H′. For any such ΛA it
follows that
ΛA(|Ψ1(u)〉 ⊗
∣∣fid′〉) = q∑
k=1
αk|γuk 〉 ⊗ |ϕk〉 ⊗ |ϑk〉. (D6)
In essentially the same fashion we have that
ΛBΛA(|Ψ1(u)〉 ⊗
∣∣fid′〉) = q∑
k=1
αk|γuk 〉 ⊗ |fid〉 ⊗ |ϑk〉,
where ΛB is a unitary on HT defined by
ΛB = 1⊗
q′∑
k=1
U†k ⊗ |ϑk〉〈ϑk|, (D7)
where Uk are any unitaries with the action Uk|fid〉 = |ϕk〉
for k = 1, . . . , q, where |fid〉 is some fixed state in H, and
Uk may have any arbitrary action for k = q + 1, . . . , q
′.
Therefore, denoting
|ξ(u)〉 = ΛBΛA(|Ψ1(u)〉 ⊗
∣∣fid′〉), (D8)
we have that
|Ψ2(u)〉〈Ψ2(u)| = Tr2 (|ξ(u)〉〈ξ(u)|) , (D9)
where the trace operation is over the second Hilbert space
in HT = H ⊗ H ⊗ H′. Hence, we can map |Ψ1(u)〉
to |Ψ2(u)〉 using only u-independent unitary transforma-
tions and a partial trace – this is as we claimed above.
In Section IV B 3 we consider the two φ[l]-encoded
states∣∣Ψlρ〉 = (1⊗ · · · ⊗ Ul(φ[l])⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)|Ψρ〉, (D10)∣∣Ψls〉 = |Ψ1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∣∣Ψll〉⊗ · · · ⊗ ∣∣Ψ|S|〉, (D11)
where
∣∣Ψll〉 = (Ul(φ[l]) ⊗ 1)|Ψl〉, and we claimed that
using only φ[l]-independent unitary operations and par-
tial traces (on an extended Hilbert space) we may map∣∣Ψls〉→ ∣∣Ψlρ〉. Both |Ψl〉 and |Ψρ〉 are purifications of the
same density operator ρ. In particular,
∣∣Ψll〉 is a purifica-
tion into the doubled Hilbert space and |Ψρ〉 a purifica-
tion into a larger Hilbert space (see main text). Further-
more,
∣∣Ψll〉 and ∣∣Ψlρ〉 are simply evolved by some unitary
that is local to the ‘original’ Hilbert space. As such, it
is clear that our derivation above implies that there is
a mapping
∣∣Ψls〉 → ∣∣Ψll〉 → ∣∣Ψlρ〉 which uses only φ[l]-
independent unitary operations and partial traces (on an
extended Hilbert space).
Appendix E
In this appendix we consider a particular case of the
problem of estimating d linearly independent functions of
a d-dimensional vector φ (one of the problems considered
in Section V D). Specifically, we consider the case of a 2-
dimensional φ = (φ1, φ2) with φ1 encoded into sensor
1 and φ2 encoded into sensor 2. That is, we wish to
estimate some linear functions of φ, where φ is imprinted
on a probe state via
U(φ) = u1(φ1)⊗ u2(φ2), (E1)
for some unitaries u1 and u2. When the aim is to esti-
mate both functions with an equal importance weighting
(W ∝ 1), we will show that for such problems the optimal
estimation strategy is – in at least some cases – a global
estimation strategy. This is because the ideal probe state
is entangled between sensors 1 and 2. In the main text
we have show that, for any d, when θ = Mφ with M
orthogonal and W ∝ 1, the optimal strategy is always a
local estimation strategy. Therefore, the results of this
appendix imply that this conclusion does not extend to
general non-orthogonal M .
Considering the 2-dimensional problem we have intro-
duce above, in some such problems there exist probe
states that have a QFIM of
F(φ) = ν
(
1 x
x 1
)
, (E2)
where −1 ≤ x ≤ 1 and ν > 0 is a constant. For example,
consider a two-qubit problem with
U(φ) = exp(−iφ1σz/2)⊗ exp(−iφ2σz/2), (E3)
where σz is the Pauli operator σz = (
1 0
0 −1 ) (as in the
main text, we denote the +1 and −1 normalized eigen-
vectors of σz by |↑〉 and |↓〉, respectively). The QFIM of
Eq. (E2) with ν = 1 is obtained by the probe state
|ψ〉 = N (|↓↓〉+ γ(|↓↑〉+ |↑↓〉) + |↑↑〉), (E4)
where γ =
√
1− x/√1 + x and N = 1/√(2 + 2γ2), as
may be confirmed using Eq. (21). A QFIM of the form
given in Eq. (E2) may also be obtained with two multi-
atom magnetic field sensors or in an optics problem in a
similar fashion. For simplicity, we will explicitly consider
the 2-qubit problem below (and hence ν = 1).
The most general pair of normalized linear functions
of φ are given by
θ1 = φ1 cosα+ φ2 sinα, (E5)
θ2 = φ1 sinβ + φ2 cosβ, (E6)
and they are linearly independent under the condition
that cos(α + β) 6= 0, which we assume from now on.
The Jacobian matrix, M , for this reparameterization is
simply given by
M =
(
cosα sinα
sinβ cosβ
)
. (E7)
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The inverse of F(φ), as given by Eq. (E2) with ν = 1,
exists for |x| 6= 1. It is given by
F(φ)−1 = 1
1− x2
(
1 −x
−x 1
)
. (E8)
Therefore, by using F(θ)−1 = MF(φ)−1MT , it may be
shown that
EΘ(x) ≥ Tr(F(θ)−1) = 2− g(α, β)x
1− x2 , (E9)
where g(α, β) ≡ sin(2α) + sin(2β).
For g(α, β) 6= 0 and using the restriction that −1 <
x < 1, it may be confirmed that EΘ(x) is minimized by
xmin =
2−√4− g(α, β)2
g(α, β)
. (E10)
This implies that EΘ(x) is minimized by some non-zero
xmin for all valid α and β for which g(α, β) 6= 0 (as 0 <
g(α, β)2 < 2). For those α and β with g(α, β) = 0, the
minimum is xmin = 0.
The state with x = 0 is the optimal local estimation
strategy for all values of α and β, and x 6= 0 implies an
entangled probe state (for pure states). Therefore, for
almost all α and β, the probe state which is optimal for
estimating θ (i.e., the state which minimizes EΘ) is en-
tangled. Hence, in most cases a global estimation strat-
egy is optimal. There are certain special cases where
the optimal probe state is separable: the optimal state
for estimating θ1 = φ1 and θ2 = φ2, and for estimating
θ1 ∝ φ1 + φ2 and θ2 ∝ φ1 − φ2, is the separable state
given by x = 0 (as in both cases g(α, β) = 0). These two
cases are associated with an orthogonal M , and hence
this is consistent with the results of the main text.
Appendix F
In this appendix we derive the QCRB bounds for
sensor-symmetric states in a network in which a single
parameter is encoded into each sensor with the generat-
ing operator gˆ (Section F 1). In the particular case where
each sensors is an optical mode, and gˆ is the number op-
erator nˆ, we obtain the formulas stated in Section VI. In
Section F 2 we then use the equations of Section F 1 to
derive QCRBs for estimation problems with the “atomic
and optical GNSs” of Section V D 2.
1. QCRBs for symmetric states
Consider a D-sensor sensing network in which a sin-
gle parameter is encoded into each of the first d sensors
with the Hermitian generating operator gˆ, and where the
remaining sensors are ancillas. Denote the unknown vec-
tor of parameters by θ = (θ1, . . . , θd). Consider a pure
state Ψ of the sensing network which is symmetric with
respect to the exchange of any of the first d sensors, but
otherwise arbitrary. In this appendix we derive a simple
equation for the QCRB for Var(Θi) and
Eθ =
1
d
d∑
i=1
Var(Θi), (F1)
for any such probe state Ψ, where Θi is the estimate of
θi.
The symmetry condition on Ψ implies that the QFIM
for any such probe state is given by
F = 4 ((v − c)1+ cI) , (F2)
where 1 is the d×d identity matrix, I is the d×d matrix
of all ones, v is the variance of gˆ in any of the first d
modes, and c is the covariance of gˆ between any of the
first d modes. Specifically
v = 〈g2i 〉 − 〈gi〉2, (F3)
c = 〈gigj〉 − 〈gi〉〈gj〉, (F4)
for arbitrary i, j ∈ [0, . . . , d] with i 6= j, where gˆi denotes
the generator acting on the ith sensor.
The inverse of any matrix of the form M = λ(1+ ωI)
is given by
M−1 =
1
λ
(
1− ω
1 + ωd
I
)
, (F5)
for ω 6= −1/d and λ 6= 0. This may be confirmed directly
by noting that I2 = dI. Therefore, as long as F is
invertible, its inverse is given by
F−1 = 1
4(v − c)
(
1− c
v + (d− 1)cI
)
. (F6)
From the QCRB, the saturable bound on the scalar esti-
mation uncertainty EΘ of Eq. (F1) is EΘ ≥ Tr[F−1]/µd,
and Var(Θi) ≥ [F−1]ii/µd. Using Eq. (F6) and simple
algebra, it may then be shown that
Eθ ≥ g(Ψ)
4µv
, Var(Θi) ≥ g(Ψ)
4µv
, (F7)
where g(Ψ) is a function of d and J ≡ c/v (and hence,
the probe state Ψ) defined by
g(Ψ) =
1 + (d− 2)J
(1− J )(1 + (d− 1)J ) . (F8)
This is the formula which is used in the main text. Specif-
ically, to obtain Eq. (132) we let d→ d′.
2. QCRBs for GNSs
In Section V D 2, and in particular Eq. (118), we intro-
duced the d probe sensor and 1 ancillary sensor entangled
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state
|Ψgns(N)〉 = 1√
d
(|κN , 0, . . . , 0〉+ |0, κN , . . . , 0〉+ . . .
· · ·+ |0, 0, . . . , κN 〉
)
, (F9)
where |0〉 denotes the vacuum state, and |κN 〉 =
|λmax(N)〉 if |λmax| ≥ |λmin| and |κN 〉 = |λmin(N)〉 oth-
erwise. The notation used here is introduced in Sec-
tion V B, and this state is termed a generalized NOON
state (GNS). As in the main text, assume that the d-
dimensional φ is imprinted onto a GNS via a unitary
U(−iφigˆi) on each probe sensor, where gˆi is the generic
generator with linearly-spaced eigenvalues defined in Sec-
tion V B (see Eq. (67)). We now derive the QCRBs for
EΦ = avgi[Var(Φi)] and Var(Φi) with the Nmax particles
GNS.
This state is symmetric with respect to the d probe
sensors, so we may use the formulas in Eq. (F7) for the
QCRB for both of these quantities. To calculate these
quantities we need the variance v, with respect to any
probe sensor, and the covariance c, with respect to any
pair of probe sensors, of the generating operator gˆ. It is
easily confirmed that for the Nmax particle GNS
v =
dN2 max{λ2max, λ2min}
4(d+ 1)2
, (F10)
c = −N
2 max{λ2max, λ2min}
4(d+ 1)2
. (F11)
This implies that J = −1/d, and hence g(Ψgns(Nmax)) =
2d/(d+1). Using Eq. (F7) we then arrive at the precision
bounds
EΦ ≥ d+ 1
µN2 max{λ2max, λ2min}
, (F12)
Var(Φi) ≥ d+ 1
µN2 max{λ2max, λ2min}
. (F13)
These are the bounds stated, or implicitly used, in Sec-
tion V D 2.
Appendix G
In Section V D we analyzed a significant subset of those
estimation problems in which the aim is to estimate some
linear functions of φ. In particular, we have discussed the
case of (1) estimating a single arbitrary linear function
of φ, (2) estimating d linear functions of φ. However,
this leaves a range of cases which we have not addressed.
Therefore, in this appendix we discuss the fully general
case. Consider θ = Mφ where M is an arbitrary invert-
ible and real d × d matrix – this is the most general set
of linear (and linearly independent) functions of the φk.
Furthermore, consider a weighting matrix, W , with ar-
bitrary weightings, and hence the figure of merit for the
estimation problem is EΘ = Tr(WCov(Θ)) for general
W . Let us consider only some finite-dimensional sub-
space of the entire Hilbert space for the sensing problem
of interest, which we denote B. For example, we may
again consider our general atomic and optical sensing for-
malism and restrict ourselves to the “Nmax particles or
fewer” sub-space S(Nmax). In this setting we can derive
a generalization of the bounds in Eqs. (77 – 80).
In this general estimation problem we wish to estimate
d′ ∈ [1, d] elements of θ, and each state in B is associ-
ated with a reduced vector θ˜, which is of dimension s for
some s ∈ [d′, d] (which depends on the state). Now for
any probe state ψ in B, with an invertible QFIM for its
reduced vector θ, EΘ is bounded by
EΘ ≥ 1
µ
s(ψ)∑
k=1
W˜kk[F(θ˜)−1]kk, (G1)
≥ 1
µ
s(ψ)∑
k=1
W˜kk
F(θ˜)kk
, (G2)
=
1
µ
s(ψ)∑
k=1
W˜kk
4Var(ψ, H˜ ′k)
, (G3)
≥ 1
µ
min
Ψ∈B˜
s(Ψ)∑
k=1
W˜kk
4Var(Ψ, H˜ ′k)
 , (G4)
where H˜ ′ is the permutation of Hˆ ′ = (M−1)T Hˆ so that
the ordering is consistent with the ordering of θ˜ obtained
from the ‘reduction’ process, B˜ is the sub-space of B con-
taining states for which the reduced QFIM is invertible,
the dependence of s on ψ is to make it clear that the
dimensionality of the reduced vector will depend on the
probe state, and µ is the number of repeats of the exper-
iment.
Beyond those differences already noted, the derivation
of these bounds is completely analogous to derivation of
Eqs. (77 – 80). As before, if a state saturates all of these
bounds it is guaranteed to be the probe state with the
minimal EΘ for the estimation problem (whether it is
also the optimal probe state per resource depends on
what the resource is, and we have assumed nothing about
resources here).
The bounds of Eqs. (G1 – G4) are a fairly simple gener-
alization of the bounds we used earlier (Eqs. (77 – 80)), to
find optimal strategies for estimating single linear func-
tions. However, it is not clear how to draw any conclu-
sions from them for the completely general problem we
are considering here. Despite this, it is likely that they
will be useful for analyzing particular cases of interest.
